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ABSTRACT
The portable data acquisition system provides a way for a person with minimal technical
background to sample and analyze impact data for various running surfaces. The system
allows the the user to sample and store input data from an accelerometer. After the data is
acquired, the system calculates velocity and displacement curves, which are then used in a
non-linear damped spring model to determine loss and stiffness characteristics for the
impacted surface. The graphical user interface and the developed suite of tools that drive
the data analysis engine can readily be adapted to a variety of applications.
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81. Introduction
1.1. Background
Recent technological advances have allowed for the development of electronic
devices which are smaller and more powerful than ever. These enhanced capabilities have
led to a corresponding shift in the engineering paradigm towards portable onsite
computing. Laptop computers and the wide array of available PCMCIA expansion cards
provide the computing power and application flexibility required. Increasingly lower
power consumption, longer battery life, lower component prices, and better computational
power, as well as heightened networking capabilities, help drive the revolution towards
mobile computing, and there remain fewer and fewer reasons to remain tied to a
laboratory or central computational facility. Data can now be collected efficiently in the
field and analyzed easily on the spot for such diverse applications as geological surveys or
biophysical studies.
Traditionally, the field data required for such analyses could be obtained only by
using expensive and cumbersome electronic equipment. Operating this equipment
required a nontrivial amount of technical expertise, and because such systems did not
generally have a standardized user-friendly interface, a significant amount of training was
often required. Furthermore, after the data was acquired, it had to be ported to a
computer system back in the laboratory where it could be analyzed. Problems with the
acquisition equipment would not be detected until the data reached the lab, in which case
it could take weeks or months to handle the logistics of arranging to acquire new data.
In addition to the problems presented by the acquisition equipment, the analysis
system was both expensive and not relatively accessible. Even under normal
circumstances, it would not be uncommon for several weeks to pass before the end user
received the computer analysis, which would often be too abstruse to offer the end user
much valuable insight.
With a portable data acquisition system, data could be acquired and analyzed
within seconds of a sample run. The entire system would be self-contained, with no
additional unwieldy equipment necessary. Problems with the signal acquisition equipment
would be detected immediately and could be corrected on the spot. Using an
implementation based on a laptop computer and a PCMCIA data acquisition card would
be comparably inexpensive and extremely portable. Finally, with the development of
appropriate application software with a user-friendly interface, there would be no reason
why an end user with minimal technical background could not operate the system and gain
immediate and accurate feedback in a useful form from the resulting analysis.
91.2. Objective
With this motivation in mind, the primary objective of this thesis will be to develop
a set of software tools to exploit the capabilities of a laptop-based portable data
acquisition system. Although these tools will be easily adaptable to the needs of a variety
of applications, the particular application for which these tools will be tailored is the
analysis of impacts on various track surfaces.
2. Impact Analysis
The field of impact analysis is particularly well suited to the development and
testing of a data acquisition system for several reasons. First, there are several well-
understood models that have been developed for analyzing impacts. Second, the forces
that characterize an impact can be determined readily by using an accelerometer as the
input to the system. Finally, there are many applications for a portable impact analysis
system.
The motivation for gearing the impact analysis system specifically towards
studying the characteristics of tracks is twofold, since both track speed and safety could be
optimized. Intuitively, one would consider harder tracks to be faster, since less energy is
dissipated in the impacts on the track. For the same reason, harder tracks could be
considered less safe than tracks with more resiliency. It would seem, therefore, that track
design necessarily involve a tradeoff between speed and safety concerns.
However, McMahon and Greene [1,2] discovered that by modeling a track as a
non-linear damped spring with a characteristic natural frequency and matching this
frequency with the corresponding frequency of a runner, tracks could be designed which
were up to 3% faster than traditionally designed tracks. In addition to being faster, these
tracks would be more compliant than the traditional tracks, which would lead to an
increased degree of safety and comfort.
Track safety is arguably even more crucial for horse racing. Each racehorse
represents a tremendous investment for his/her owner, and safety for the racehorse during
both races and training is a major concern from both a financial and a humanitarian
perspective. A portable impact analysis system could be used to quickly and easily
determine the relative safety of a variety of racetracks.
Therefore, the system could be used both in the design of safe, fast tracks, as well
as in the analysis and characterization of existing tracks.
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3. Design Overview
The design and implementation of the system can be divided into three functional
blocks, as depicted in Figure 1. The interface is used to obtain user-defined parameters
and to present results to the user in a meaningful form. The data acquisition module
performs the sampling and the storing of the data, and the data analysis module processes
and formats the data for easy interpretation.
Figure 1: System Functional Block Diagram
For example, a typical track characterization may take the following form: First,
the user initializes the system, either using a set of default parameters or customizing the
parameters. The user would then drop a hammer fitted with an accelerometer onto the
track surface. The impact would trigger the acquisition module, which would store the
sampled acceleration data. From this data, corresponding velocity and displacement data
would be generated, and characteristics of the impact could be extrapolated. Figure 2
shows sample results for one typical trial.
User Interface
Data Acquisition




Figure 2: Sample Plots for an Impact Analysis Trial
4. System Hardware
The system hardware has two main functions. First, the data
provides the system with the data. Second, the laptop computing
capability for data analysis and user interface.
acquisition hardware
system provides the
4.1. Data Acquisition Hardware
The data acquisition hardware has four components: 1) signal acquisition, 2) signal
conditioning, 3) data sampling, and 4) data storage.
4.1.1. Signal Acquisition
For a general data acquisition system, the analog voltage input would be generated
by a transducer in response to a physical phenomenon. For instance, a thermistor could be
used to measure temperature change, a strain gauge to determine force on an object, or a
microphone to characterize acoustic waves. The range of the transducer's output voltage
levels would not be constrained by the overall system, since the signal could be attenuated
or amplified to the desired range.
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The test framework for the transducer could range from extremely elaborate
mechanisms to relatively simple devices. For example, a heating mechanism may be used
to heat or cool an object whose temperature change would be measured by the thermistor;
a tank fitted with a rowing framework could have strain gauges attached to the oarlocks
to measure forces on the oar; or an ultrasound system could be used to broadcast acoustic
waves through a material into a microphone to determine the characteristics of that
material.
For the impact analysis system, the signal acquisition mechanism uses an
accelerometer based on a piezoelectric cantilever beam, which is attached to a hammer
designed to isolate acceleration to one dimension. The accelerometer used generates an
analog voltage output calibrated 10 mV/G, where G is the Earth's gravitational constant
(9.8 m/s2 or 32 ft/s2).
4.1.2. Signal Conditioning
After the transducer signal is produced, signal conditioning may be required to
amplify/attenuate the voltage ranges to the desired levels or to filter out any associated
noise.
4.1.2.1. Signal Amplification/Attenuation
Because of the wide output voltage ranges for the variety of transducers that could
be used, amplification and/or attenuation of the signal may be necessary. Depending on
the particular characteristics of the given transducer signal, almost any type of
amplifier/attenuator could be used that would preserve an allowable signal to noise ratio
and satisfy frequency constraints.
The accelerometer signal for the impact analysis system is amplified with a battery-
powered amplifier (Bolt Beranek and Newman) which acts as a voltage follower with a
gain of 10. The input to the amplifier is a single small-gauge wire connected to the
accelerometer, while the output is a coaxial cable with a two-pin connector at the other
end. A plastic tab embossed with "GND" differentiates the ground pin and the signal pin
on the connector.
4.1.2.2. Noise Filtering
Filtering may also be necessary to condition the amplified/attenuated signal in
order to improve the signal to noise ratio. This may involve using various bandpass filters
to remove a DC offset from the signal or to attenuate high frequency noise. Again, the
filtering methods available are numerous and virtually unconstrained. In general, however,
software filtering during the data analysis and processing phase would allow for more
flexibility than hardware filtering.
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For the impact analysis system, no signal filtering in hardware is used besides the
buffering of the signal amplifier.
4.1.3. Data Sampling
Sampling is performed by a National Instruments Type II PCMCIA data
acquisition card (DAQCard-700). The card is characterized as a multifunction
input/output board equipped with a 12 bit ADC which has 16 single-ended or 8 differential
analog inputs.
The input voltage range is configurable for ±10 V, 5 V, or ±2.5 V, but has
overvoltage protection of ±45 V. The analog signal resolution of the 12 bit ADC is 4.88
mV in the ±10 V range, and the output is automatically sign-extended to 16 bits. The
maximum sampling rate is 100 kSamples/s, and the board has an internal counter/timer
which can be used as the sampling interval clock at a 1 s resolution. However, an
external sampling clock signal can also be provided.
For the impact analysis system, the DAQCard-700 is connected through a ribbon-
cable to the DAQCard-700 I/O connector. Pin 1 on the DAQCard-700 is indicated by a
white dot, while Pin 1 on the ribbon cable is indicated by an arrow impressed into the
plastic. Analog ground wires were soldered to Pins 1 and 2 (AIGND) and an input wire
was soldered to Pin 3 (ACHO), since the conditioned accelerometer signal requires only
one single-ended analog input channel. No other connections to the DAQCard-700 are
necessary, since the internal sampling clock is used.
The actual interface between the sampling module and the acquisition module are a
pair of wires with alligator clips on the ends. These wires connect the soldered extensions
of the DAQCard-700 I/O connector to the two-pin connector of the amplifier output.
Ground on the two-pin connector is marked with a tab on which "GND" is embossed.
4.1.4. Data Storage
The sampled data is then read into the laptop's main memory (RAM) and can be
later saved to disk. The laptop running the impact analysis application should have a
minimum of 8 megabytes of RAM and at least 30 megabytes of free disk space.
4.2. Laptop System Requirements
The laptop computer should be capable of running Microsoft Windows 3.1 and
should be equipped with a Type II PCMCIA slot. The application software itself will not
be demanding in terms of memory requirements, but system memory will constrain the
maximum allowable size of the data array (maximum number of samples stored). As
mentioned before, the system should have at least 8 megabytes of RAM and 30 megabytes
of free disk space.
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5. System Software
In addition to the above hardware, software would be required to control the
interaction among the listed components, as well as to provide a user-friendly interface.
Software drivers provided by National Instruments provide a low-level interface, but the
software framework for the application should be implemented in a high-level language,
preferably in an environment supporting a graphical interface.
The following description of the application software is intended only to give a
broad overview of the developed tools and the design choices that were made. An
exhaustive description of the functionality of each subroutine or function would be
redundant for three reasons: 1) the code itself is written in a highly readable programming
language, 2) the program is written in a very structured format, which should enhance
readability, and 3) the comments in the body of the code serve as sufficient documentation
for the intended function and operation of each subroutine/function.
The overview will discuss the following: 1) the development methodology of the
code, 2) the selection of Visual Basic as the application development language, 3) the
graphical user interface, 4) data sampling and the interface to the National Instruments
DAQCard-700, 5) data analysis methods and plotting techniques, and 6) file handling.
5.1. Programming Methodology
The top-down design was approached in a modular fashion, with each of the tools
designed with a broader perspective in mind than just the current application. This
approach is consistent with the objective to build not just an impact analysis system, but to
construct a suite of tools that would be readily adaptable to a variety of data acquisition
applications.
Implementation and testing was undertaken modularly also, but with a bottom-up
methodology. Each of the individual modules was built and tested in a stand-alone fashion
before being integrated with the rest of the tools in the application. This approach was
taken to ensure the portability and adaptability of the individual modules in the system.
5.2. Microsoft Visual Basic
5.2.1. Microsoft Visual Basic Selection
Microsoft Visual Basic was chosen as the high-level programming language in
which the tools and integrated application would be developed. Four primary reasons




Although the development of the Visual Basic tools supports a library-oriented
design methodology, the capability of Visual Basic to synthesize all the necessary library
files into an executable file was very attractive, since this would facilitate the distribution
of the application software.
5.2.1.2. Adaptability
Visual Basic's support of library-oriented development and object-oriented
programming was consistent with the objective of developing a set of tools that could be
adapted for use in other data acquisition applications. In addition, Visual Basic's event-
driven messaging capabilities are supported by the data acquisition function library
developed by National Instruments.
5.2.1.3. Programmability
A straightforward user interface was required so that an untrained user could easily
operate the system and obtain the needed information quickly. A graphical user interface
is therefore ideal for this application. Every effort was taken to make the appearance and
function of the application consistent with standard Windows applications, including the
menu-driven interface and multiple-document interface (MDI). In this manner, the
application interface was designed for an intuitive look and feel that would be attractive
and non-intimidating even for inexperienced computer users.
The desire to create a user-friendly graphical interface for the application was
fulfilled by Visual Basic's use of forms. By using these forms, with their set of defined
controls, a graphical user interface was easy to construct. In addition, library-oriented,
object-oriented programming in Visual Basic supported the modular design and
implementation methodologies that were key to programmability.
5.2.1.4. Comprehensibility
Finally, these features not only made Visual Basic attractive from a programmer's
perspective, they also enhanced the readability and comprehensability of the code. Even
someone with limited programming experience would be able to easily adapt the tools for
his/her own data acquisition application.
5.2.2. Introduction to Microsoft Visual Basic
Microsoft Visual Basic is based on the familiar BASIC programming language,
which was designed to make programming as intuitive as possible. The biggest difference
between Visual Basic and conventional BASIC is Visual Basic's use of forms, controls,
and event-driven messaging, which makes the creation of a graphical user interface
relatively simple. In addition, Visual Basic's support of object-oriented programming and
individual code modules makes program flow easy to follow.
5.2.2.1. Forms, Controls, and Event-Driven Messaging
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Visual Basic forms provide the tool set from which the familiar window/dialog box
interface is constructed. A variety of different controls can be placed on each form,
including list boxes, command buttons, option buttons, picture boxes, text boxes, and
scroll bars. With conventional programming tools, each window and control would have
to be individually coded into the body of the application. Visual Basic, however, provides
a graphic form editor which allows the application designer to custom tailor the form and
its controls. In addition, code is automatically attached to each form and its controls
which generate events corresponding to user actions. For instance, when the user moves
the mouse on a form, a Mouse_Move event is generated. Similar events are generated for
other mouse operations, command button clicks, text box changes, etc.
In conventional BASIC, program flow is largely sequential, even with the use of
subroutines and conditionals. With the additional power and flexibility event-driven
messaging provides, Microsoft Visual Basic allows the developer to give the user much
more control over program flow. With this capability, a much more intuitive graphical
user interface can be created with Visual Basic than the traditional text menu interface
common in conventional BASIC.
5.2.2.2. Object-Oriented Programming and Code Modules
In addition to providing tools for constructing a graphical user interface, Microsoft
Visual Basic also facilitates application development by treating forms and controls as
objects, each with its own set of attached attributes, which are either properties or
methods. Using linked attributes (object-oriented programming) reduces the complexity
of application code by several orders, since the linking and updating is done automatically.
This contributes to relative ease in development and in program comprehensibility.
Achieving these goals are also aided by Visual Basic's support of development
modularity. Each code module has a section where general variable declarations can be
made. Although Visual Basic supports variable definition by context, using explicit
variable declaration makes the code more readable. The use of stand-alone code modules
is also consistent with the objective of producing a library of procedures and functions
from which additional data acquisition applications can easily be generated.
5.3. Graphical User Interface
The graphical user interface for the impact analysis system consists of nine forms,
which are described below.
5.3.1. Common Dialog Form (frmCDlog)
This form is always hidden because the two custom controls on the form, the
Common Dialog custom control and the National Instruments Analog Trigger custom
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control never need to be visible. The only reason there is a separate form for these two
controls is that the main form is an MDI (Multiple-Document Interface) form, which does
not allow custom controls to be placed on it.
The Common Dialog custom control itself is used for generating several Windows-
standard dialog boxes (Figure 4), including Open File, Save File, Save As, and Print.
Although the control offered much more functionality than was used, incorporating these
standard dialog boxes into the integrated application was consistent with the goal of
providing a standard Windows look and feel for the application.
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Figure 4: Windows Standard Dialog Box
The National Instruments Analog Trigger custom control ties the National
Instruments data acquisition device drivers to Visual Basic's high-level event-driven
messaging capabilities. The Analog Trigger fires only when the signal passes through a
specified window and crosses a specified threshold, at which point an event is generated
and passed back to the Visual Basic environment, where the event can be used to trigger
other program actions.
5.3.2. File Input/Output Test Form (frmCheckFiles)
This form is used only as a testbed for the file input/output functions for both
sequential files and binary files (described in Section 5.6 File Handling). As each entry of
the specified file is read into main memory, it is also appended to the entry in the given
text box. The two text boxes allow the contents of two files, a sequential file and a binary
file, to be compared.





The Main Program Form (Figure 5) serves as the primary interface form for the
impact analysis application. The menu-driven interface is incorporated into this form, and
the various menu items are delineated in Table 1.
File Sample .::::::: :: .. ::: 1 Window Help
Figure 5: Main Program Form




Binary reads data from binary file
Text reads data from sequential file
Close clears data in memory
Save As
Binary saves data into binary file
Text saves data into sequential file
Print
Current Form prints the active form
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All Forms prints all forms
Sample
Run starts data acquisition
Configuration... allows user to define data acquisition parameters
Analyze
Show Data tabulates data in memory
Process Data processes the raw acceleration data
Prepare Graphs prepares and displays data plots
Graph ___
Line connects data points
Grid plots a grid on the graph
Coordinates displays coordinates of cursor position
Zoom In allows user to zoom into a user-defined window
Zoom Out displays full graph
Replot redraws data plot
Scale allows user to manually define plot ranges
Window
Cascade arranges windows in cascade fashion
Tile Horizontal tiles windows horizontally
Tile Vertical tiles windows vertically
Arrange Icons arranges iconified windows
Help displays help awindow
5.3.4. Show Status Form (frmStatus)
An important part of the graphical user interface is to keep the user involved at all
times, even at points when the processor is busy. Otherwise, with no feedback, a lengthy
computation or process could cause the user to believe that the application has crashed.
Therefore, besides the status bar on the main form, a Show Status Form (Figure 6) is
provided which is activated during longer periods of latency, such as during file operations
and initial data processing.
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Figure 6: Status Dialog Box
5.3.5. Data Acquisition Configuration Form (frmConfig)
The Data Acquisition Configuration Form (Figure 7) allows the user to specify
several parameters for the actual sampling of the data. These parameters are later passed
to the National Instruments device drivers through the data acquisition function calls.
This form is accessed through the main menu on the main form under Sample ->
Configuration. Five parameters can be specified: 1) the device number of the PCMCIA
data acquisition card, as set in the Windows card configuration utility, 2) the channel on
the PCMCIA card which the input analog signal is driving, 3) the desired number of
samples, 4) the desired sampling rate, and 5) the threshold signal level at which the system
should trigger. The default values for the above parameters are held in the Tag fields of
the respective text boxes.
Device Number 1
Channel




5.3.6. Data Matrix Display Form (frmData)
Figure 7: Data Acquisition Configuration Dialog Box
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A data matrix display form (Figure 8) was provided for two reasons. First, for
debugging and testing purposes, some method was required to be able to see all the
information that was in the data array, included measured and calculated values. Second,
the data display form allows the end user to get more detail about specific data points, if
sufficiently detailed information is not readily discernible from the data plot.
Eie Sample Analyze QGraph AIndow elp
.. . I
t, j~ I'- ~, A, 4 !~.- i. Velocity vs. Loss vs.
Acceleration isplacementArlnessvs. Results Time Time
vs. Time vs. Time Time
Figure 8: Data Matrix Display Form
5.3.7. Data Plot Form (frmGraphl)
The graphs of the data series contained in the data matrix are plotted on the Data
Plot form (Figure 9). This form exploits the capabilities of the Multiple Document
Interface (MDI) and Visual Basic's object-oriented support by using an array of instances
of the Data Plot Form. This approach facilitated programming, since creating a new form
for each of the data series would have been tiresome. In addition, the array of Data Plot
Form instances corresponded to each of the data series stored in the data matrix, so rather
than having to write plot programs separately for each series, only one plot routine had to
be implemented.
Jima Aelerntion Yeloci D DnlammeaI na stiflmess 
.0002 -.02563 .018279 -.000235 0 0
.0004 -.02626 .018274 -.000232 2.103212
1.463707
.0006 -. 02626 .018269 -.000228 -173.4878
.7289092
.0008 -.02563 .018263 -.000224 2.004265
1 427991
o001 -.02563 .018258 -.000221 2.004034
1.427998
.0012 -. 02563 .01 853 -.000217 2.005411
1.428005
.0014 -.02563 .018248 -.000214 -170.7284
-.593083
.0016 -.02501 .018243 -.00021 174.6444
3.380021
.0018 -.02563 .018238 -.000206 2.007097
1.428014
.002 -.02563 .018233 -.000203 2.007575
1.428021
.0022 -.02563 .018228 -.0001 99 2.008245
1 .420027
.0024 -.02563 .018222 -.000195 177.6017
3.309734
.0026 -.02626 .018217 -.000192 2.109704
1 463682
.0028 -.02626 .018212 -.000188 2.11108 1.463696
.003 -.02626 .018207 -.000184 -173.4855
-.314263
.0032 -.02563 .010202 -.00101 2.011195
10034 42863 0196 00077 
.0034 -.02563 .018196 -.000177 177.6077
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Figure 9: Data Plot Form
5.3.8. Set Graphing Range Form (frmRange)
Setting the ranges on this form (Figure 10) allows the user to manually define a
specific window of the data for the plotting routine to graph. The defaults for these
ranges, as well as the minimum and maximum coordinate values, are held in a range
matrix, which is initialized in the data processing module.
~~~s~ s~ ·~~~2~s~ ...s ...ss.... . .... . .. ......
J
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Figure 10: Range Dialog Box
5.3.9. Display Results Form (frmResults)
Statistics of particular interest are calculated during the data analysis segment of
the code, and the Display Results Form (Figure 11) provides the medium for these final
results to be communicated to the user. Such information as impact time, rise time, peak
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Impact Rise Time: .03
Velocity at Impact: .098263
Energy at Impact: .004828
Velocity at Takeoff: -.079839
Energy at Takeoff: .003187






Figure 11: Results Form
5.4. Data Acquisition
Data sampling is achieved simply through the use of the dynamic linked library
(DLL) provided by National Instruments (NIDAQ.DLL). A set of useful function calls
are defined specifically for Visual Basic, which is extremely helpful in keeping the
programming at a high level of abstraction. The data acquisition routines that are required
are contained in (DAQ.BAS), and the National Instruments declared functions are
contained in (WDAQ_VB.BAS).
As mentioned previously, five parameters are needed to characterize a data
acquisition run: 1) the PCMCIA device number, 2) the analog input channel , 3) the
number of samples to be acquired, 4) the desired sampling rate, and 5) the threshold signal
level. These five parameters are used to initialize two GeneralDAQEvent controls which
generate events when certain conditions are fulfilled. GeneralDAQEventl is configured to
trigger when half of the desired number of samples are acquired, while
GeneralDAQEvent2 .triggers when the sampled signal passes through the threshold.
In order to run the acquisition continuously until the trigger conditions are met, the
double-buffering mechanism provided by National Instruments is used in conjunction with
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National Instruments' memory management functions. Both mechanisms are discussed in
detail in the National Instruments Function Reference.
5.5. Data Analysis
Data analysis for the impact analysis system consists of two components. First, the
sampled data needs to processed in order to extract useful information. After the data
processing is completed, the results need to be presented back to the user in a clear and
concise format.
5.5.1. Data Processing
The bulk of the data processing for the impact analysis system takes place in
PROCESS.BAS. The key steps in the processing of impact data are: 1) filtering the
sampled data, 2) converting the data to acceleration units, 3) integrating the acceleration
data to obtain velocity and displacement data, and 4) using the non-linear damped spring
model to determine loss and stiffness data.
5.5.1.1. Data Filtering
Only rudimentary data filtering techniques were implemented, such as
compensating for offsets and performing a moving average on the data. In the final impact
analysis system, only offset compensation was required.
5.5.1.2. Data Conversion
As mentioned before, the output of the data acquisition hardware was an analog
voltage signal scaled to 10 millivolts per one unit of Earth's gravitational acceleration (10
mV/G). In addition, to make the information more intuitive, positive acceleration was
redefined to be down, whereas the original data had positive acceleration defined to be up.
5.5.1.3. Integration
After the acceleration data is calculated, it is integrated twice; once to obtain
velocity data, and once for displacement.
Two methods of integrating were considered. First, a curve fit could be used to
determine an expression for the raw data, and that expression could be used for the
integration. The alternative was to use a numerical integration technique. The first
method was attractive because of the existence of models which give empirically derived
equations for acceleration in an impact, which would help in curve-fitting. In addition,
numerically integrating the acceleration data would still leave the problem of determining
constants of integration. Despite these factors, the second method was chosen because it




Numerical integration was done using the trapezoidal method, with no set time
increment, but rather calculating the time increment for each step. The error inherent in
using this integration technique should be negligible compared to the sampling error.
5.5.1.3.2. Constants of Integration
The constant for the first integration is determined by using the time of flight
between the first and second impacts of the hammer. From this time of flight, the takeoff
velocity from the first impact can be calculated and reconciled with the corresponding
value from the numerical integration.. The constant for the second integration is
determined by setting the displacement equal to zero at the point where acceleration
crosses the zero axis, representing physically the time at which the hammer contacts the
track surface.
5.5.1.4. Non-Linear Damped Spring Model
The linear constant coefficient differential equation for a linear damped spring is
Ma + av+ kx =0
where M is mass, ax is loss, k is stiffness, a is acceleration, v is velocity, and x is
displacement. The nonlinear damped spring model differs from this only in that the loss
and stiffness coefficients are not constant and instead vary with time. Track
characterization using this model was investigated by McMahon and Greene, and their
work shows that the model is accurately descriptive.
In order to determine the loss and stiffness coefficients at each point in time for the
track being characterized, a numerical method is used. The assumption is that the loss and
stiffness coefficients for two adjacent sample points do not vary excessively, so for each
two adjacent sample points, the corresponding two equations for the nonlinear damped
spring model are solved for the loss and stiffness coefficients. The resulting expression for
the loss at each point is
a = -M xi + l - ai1
V. Xi -i + xi -
and the corresponding expression for the stiffness at each point is given by
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5.5.2. Data Display
As mentioned before, three forms are used to give the user feedback about the
analyzed data. First, all the data can be viewed using the Analyze -> Show Data menu
command. Second, a synopsis of the calculated characteristics of the impact is tabulated
automatically on the Display Results Form. Finally, each of the five calculated curves
(acceleration, velocity, displacement, stiffness and loss) are plotted on Data Plot Forms.
The code responsible for generating and manipulating the data plots for the
application was the most complex in the application. The preparation of the data plots,
including the initial definition of the range matrix and the actual plotting of the data, is
handled by the code in GRAPHICS.BAS, as could be expected. However, plot
manipulations were triggered by events generated by selections from the main menu, as
well as mouse operations on the actual Data Plot Forms (FRMGRAPH1.BAS), A lot of
functionality was implemented, all of which may not be exploited in the impact analysis
system. However, the comprehensiveness of the graphics tool set makes it especially
useful in the development of other applications. The graphics functions implemented are
described below.
5.5.2.1. Setting Default Ranges
The default ranges of the data plots are set by finding the first acceleration peak
and centering that in the plot. These default ranges are then stored in the range matrix,
where the user can revert to at will. Also, the plotting routine will revert to the default
when the user defines an invalid plot range.
5.5.2.2. Checking for Valid Ranges
During data processing, each of the data series is searched through to find
minimum and maximum values. These extrema are stored in the range matrix, and when
the user defines a custom range, these values are checked to ensure that the user-specified
data plot window lies within the data range.
5.5.2.3. Setting User-Defined Ranges
As mentioned before, the Set Range dialog box can be used to manually enter the
minimum and maximum coordinates for the plot routine to use. The user-defined ranges
are then checked to ensure their validity (see Section 5.5.2.2). If the defined range is
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valid, the data in the active window is replotted using this scale, and if the defined range is
invalid, the application reverts to the default range as defined in Section 5.5.2.1.
5.5.2.4. Zooming
In addition to manually setting the plot range using the Set Range dialog box, the
user can zoom into a certain region of the current plot by selecting Graph -> Zoom In on
the main menu and then drawing a zoom box on the current graph. Again, the new ranges
that would be defined by zooming in are checked for validity before they are used (see
Section 5.5.2.2).
Zooming out allows the user to display the entire range of acquired data without
having to manually specify the ranges.
5.5.2.5. Plotting a Grid
Besides having the tick marks on the axes, it is useful in certain cases to plot a full
grid on the graph so that data values on the graph can be read off more easily.
5.5.2.6. Showing Coordinates
If even more precision is needed than using a plotted grid would provide, the user
can also have the application show the coordinates of the current cursor position, which
would allow the user to pick points off the curve and determine their coordinates. If even
more accuracy is desired, the actual data points can be seen by using the Analyze -> Show
Data menu option.
5.6. File Handling
The impact analysis system is capable of handling input/output for two kinds of
files: 1) sequential (text) files, and 2) binary files. The file functions that are incorporated
in the system (IOFUNC.BAS) include 1) opening and reading the data from a file into
main memory, 2) saving the data in memory to a file, and 3) closing a data file.
5.6.1. File Types
As mentioned, the system is capable of dealing with both sequential files and binary
files. Although the majority of the data files should be in binary format to be efficient with
respect to read/write speed, as well as file size, the ability to read sequential files, which
are basically text files, is important because the end user may want to take the data out of
the integrated system and read it into another data analysis application, in which case a
sequential file would be much more portable than a binary file.
5.6.2. File Functions
Two basic file functions are supported. First, data files can be opened, and the
acceleration data can be read out into memory. In order to simplify the operation of this
function, the program reads in the first data entry as the total number of sample data
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points, which it then uses to dimension the data matrix which will hold the actual
acceleration data. Similarly, the second file function, which allows the user to save the
data in memory, writes the number of sample points as the first data entry.
Closing a data file is not in the strict sense an operation on a file. Instead,
choosing the File -> Close menu command serves only to clear the memory and prepare
the system for another characterization trial.
6. Usina the Impact Analysis System
6.1. Installing the Impact Analysis System
The program files that are necessary for the impact analysis system are
IMPACT.EXE, CMDIALOG.VBX, GRID.VBX, MSOLE2.VBX, NI-AT100.VBX,
NIDAQ.DLL, and VBRUN300.DLL. To install the system to run on any Windows based
system, the .DLL files and the .VBX files need to be copied into the
WINDOWS\SYSTEM directory. IMPACT.EXE can be placed in any directory, and an
Windows startup icon can be created for the impact analysis application by choosing File -
> New from Program Manager, entering a name for the icon, and entering the full path of
IMPACT.EXE.
6.2. Running a Characterization Trial
After the system is installed, double-clicking on the IMPACT.EXE icon will start
the impact analysis application. Preparing to run a characterization trial involves several
steps. First, the signal acquisition hardware needs to be connected. Then, the user should
verify that the data acquisition card is in the proper slot, and that it is configured properly
using the PCMCIA card utility. At this point, the user should choose Sample ->
Configuration from the main menu and verify the desired data acquisition parameters or
enter new parameters. After this step is complete, the system is ready to run a
characterization trial, and to initiate the trial, the user needs only to choose Sample -> Run
from the main menu and let the hammer drop. After the system acquires the data, it will
automatically analyze and plot the data.
6.3. Manipulating Graphs
After the data is acquired and analyzed, the application automatically generates
plots for the data over the range centered around the first acceleration peak. At this point,
the user can choose to plot a grid on the active graph by toggling Graph -> Grid. The
user may also elect to have the data plotted without the sample points connected by
toggling the Graph -> Line option. A coordinate display for the current cursor position
can also be toggled on and off by choosing the Graph -> Show Coordinates menu item.
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Finally, the user can optimize the resolution of the plot by using the Graph -> Zoom In,
Graph -> Zoom Out, or Graph -> Scale menu items.
6.4. Saving and Retrieving Data
After each characterization trial, the user may choose to save the acquired and
analyzed data. This can be done simply by choosing the File -> Save As function from the
main menu. In general, saving in binary format is more efficient, but saving in text format
allows the user to read the data into other data analysis packages. After the data has been
saved, the user can call up the results from that characterization trial at any time by using
the File -> Open function from the main menu.
7. Sample Impact Analysis Trial
In order to test the completed system, characterization trials were run. For each
trial, the hammer was dropped from heights varying from about two inches to six inches
onto several different kinds of surfaces. including soil and sections of synthetic running
tracks. The data and results for one sample impact analysis trial are discussed below.
7.1. Data Acquisition Configuration
For this trial, the default data acquisition configuration was used:
1) Device: 1
2) Channel: 0
3) Number of Samples in Buffer: 1500
4) Sampling Rate: 2000
5) Trigger: 20
The drop height was measured to be approximately two and a half inches, and the
hammer was dropped onto a synthetic running track composed of latex.
7.2. Results
The graphs in Figure 12 were generated automatically after the samples were
acquired.
The threshold of 81.25 ft/s2 was calculated to be 1/40 the magnitude of the first
acceleration peak. This threshold level was then used to define the points at which an
impact started and ended. Using this algorithm, the first acceleration peak started at t =
0.328 s and ended at t = 0.337 s, resulting in a total impact duration of 9 milliseconds.
The rise time was then calculated to be the time from the start of an impact to the
acceleration peak. Similarly, the second impact started 100.5 milliseconds after the end of
the second impact, which yielded the time of flight for the hammer between the two
impacts.
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Figure 12: Results from a Sample Impact Analysis Trial
After using the time of flight as the velocity offset (constant of integration), the
velocities at the times just before the first and second impact were calculated to be -3.55
ft/s and 1.608 ft/s, respectively. The kinetic energy associated with these impact velocities
were then simply calculated, and the total energy absorbed during the first impact was
determined to be about 3.44 ft-lb, which was about 80% of the total kinetic energy of the
hammer just before the first impact. Also, from using the calculated velocity of the
hammer just before the first impact, the drop height was determined to be about 2.36 in.
The full results are tabulated in Table 2..
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Table 2: Results from Sample Impact Analysis Trial
8. Expandability and Adaptability
8.1. Impact Analysis
Although the system was designed explicitly for the characterization of racetracks,
there are no inherent program limitations that would constrain the designed system from
being used for other impact analysis applications, such as determining the effectiveness of
safety vests for jockeys, measuring the shock-absorbing characteristics of different sorts of
running shoes, analyzing the effects of an automobile collision, etc. The application
software would need little or no conversion for these applications, and only the design and
construction of a new test framework would be required.
8.2. Other Applications
Results
Threshold: 81.25 ft/s 2
t impactl: .328 s
t takeoffl .337 s
Impact Duration: .009 s
Impact I Rise Time: .004 s
t impact2: .4375 s
t flight: .1005 s
Impactl Velocity: -3.55 ft/s
Impact Energy: 4.33 ft-lb
Takeoffl Velocity: 1.608 ft/s
Takeoffl Energy: .889 ft-lb
Energy Absorbed: 3.44 ft-lb (79.49%)
Drop Height: 2.36 in.
Max Displacement: .142 in.
Average Loss: 105.5 lb-s/ft
Peak Loss: 329.027 lb-s/ft
Average Stiffness: 54975.4 lb/ft
Peak Stiffness: 79344.6 lb/ft
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The comprehensive set of tools that were developed would easily be adaptable to
applications outside of impact analysis. The file handling tools, the data plotting tools, the
data acquisition tools, and the interface could all be used directly from the impact analysis
library, and the only new modules that would have be designed would be the data
processing and analysis segments.
9. Conclusions
The design and implementation of the impact analysis system took a secondary role
to achieving the broader objective of developing a set of Visual Basic tools that would
readily serve as the engine for virtually any sort of data acquisition application. This
objective was achieved, and in the process, many valuable skills and lessons regarding
programming methodology, data acquisition, and data analysis were learned. The impact
analysis system itself was also successful, with the results from running several test
characterization trials correlating well with what was expected.
Future development on the tool set should concentrate on making the system more
robust, including error detection and error-trapping algorithms.
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MultiLine = -1 'True
















































































































































































































Begin Label Label 1





















txtDeviceNumber. Text = txtDeviceNumber. Tag
txtChannel.Text = txtChannel.Tag
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txtNumSamples. Text = txtNumSamples. Tag
txtSampleRate. Text = txtSampleRate. Tag






AutoRedraw = -1 'True




























frmMain. pct Status. Cls
End Sub
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AutoRedraw = -1 'True



























































WindowState = 2 'Maximized
Begin PictureBox pctStatus



























Enabled = 0 'False
Visible = 0 'False
End
Begin Menu mnuFilSaveAs
Caption = "Save &As"














Caption = "&Current Form"
End
Begin Menu mnuFilPrintAll


























Enabled = 0 'False
Begin Menu mnuAnaShow
Caption = "&Show Data"
End
Begin Menu mnuAnaProcess
Caption = "Process &Data"
End
Begin Menu mnuAnaPrepare
Caption == "Prepare &Graphs"





























































Caption =- "Tile &Horizontal"
End
Begin Menu mnuWinTileV
















Dim i As Integer




































mnuAnaShow. Checked = Not (mnuAnaShow. Checked)







Dim Reply As lnteger
If SaveFlag Then
Reply = MsgBox("Save before closing?", MB_YESNOCANCEL)
End If
If Reply = IDCANCEL Then
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Exit Sub
ElseIf Reply = IDYES Then
SaveFile (BIN)








If Not SaveFlag Then End
End Sub
Sub mnuFilOpenBinary_Click ()
If (Forms.Count > 1 Or SaveFlag) Then
mnuFilCloseClick
End If
If Not SaveFlag Then
OpenFile (BIN)




If(Forms.Count > 1 Or SaveFlag) Then
mnuFilClose Click
End If
If Not SaveFlag Then
OpenFile (TEXT)















mnuGraCoord Checked = Not (mnuGraCoord.Checked)
If Not mnuGraCoord.Checked Then
ActiveForm.Caption = TitleArray(ActiveForm.Tag)











mnuGraGrid.Checked = Not (mnuGraGrid.Checked)
For i = 1 To Forms.Count - 1
If ActiveForm.Tag > 1 Then Plot Val(Forms(i).Tag), Forms(i)
Data or Results Forms
Next i
End Sub
'Tag is O or 1 for
Sub mnuGraLine_Click (
Dim i%
mnuGraLine. Checked = Not (mnuGraLine. Checked)
For i = 1 To Forms.Count - 1
If ActiveForm.Tag > 1 Then Plot Val(Forms(i).Tag), Forms(i)







Dim i As Integer
frmRange.Tag = frmMain.ActiveForm.Tag
frmRange.txtVal(XMIN).Tag = RMatrix(frmRange. Tag, Xv
Range Minimum
frmRange.txtVal(XMAX).Tag = RMatrix(frmRange.Tag, X3
Range Minimum
frmRange.txtVal(YMIN). Tag = RMatrix(frmRange.Tag, Yv
Range Minimum
frmRange.txtVal(YMAX).Tag = RMatrix(frmRange.Tag, Y\
Range Minimum
frmRange. scrVal(XMIN).Tag = (RMatrix(frmRange.Tag,
RMatrix(frmRange.Tag, XMIN, GRAPH)) 'Set Range for X
frmRange.scrVal(XMAX).Tag = (RMatrix(frmRange. Tag,
RMatrix(frmRange.Tag, XMIN, GRAPH))
frmRange. scrVal(YMIN).Tag = (RMatrix(frmRange. Tag,
RMatrix(fimRange.Tag, YMIN, GRAPH)) 'Set Range for Y
frmRange. scrVal(YMAX).Tag = (RMatrix(frmRange.Tag,
RMatrix(frmRange.Tag, YMIN, GRAPH))

















































If Not SaveFlag Then
AcquireData



















































































































































Alignment = 1 'Right Justify
Height = 372


















































































Dim i As Integer
For i= 1 To 4
RMatrix(Tag, i, DISPLAY) = Round(Val(txtVal(i)), 6)
Next i
'AddMargin Val(Tag), False, X_COORD, RMatrix(Tag, XMIN, DISPLAY),
RMatrix(Tag, XMAX, DISPLAY)





















Sub scrVal_Change (Index As Integer)
If Tag <> "" Then
If Not (ScrFlag And TxtFlag) Then 'Prevent Cascading
txtVal(Index).Text = Round((scrVal(Index).Tag * scrVal(Index).Value /








Sub txtVal_Change (Index As Integer)
If Tag <> "" Then
If Not (TxtFlag) Then
txtVal(Index).Text = Round(Val(txtVal(Index). Text), 6)
TxtFlag = True
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MaxButton = 0 'False
































Global DeviceNumber As Integer
Global Channel As Integer
Global Gain As Single
Global SampleRate As Integer
Global Trigger As Integer
Sub AcquireData (
Dim i As Integer
Dim ErrorCode As Integer
NumSamples = Val(frmConfig.txtNumSamples.Text)










frmMain.Caption = frmMain.Caption + ": "+ frmCDlog.FileDlog.Filename
SaveFlag = True
ReDim DMatrix(NumSamples, numDIM)
frmStatus.Caption = "Acquiring Data..."








For i = I To NumSamples
ErrorCode = AI_VRead(DeviceNumber, Channel, Gain, Voltage)
DMatrix(i, fTIME) = i
DMatrix(i, fACCEL) = Voltage
frmStatus.lblStatus = Str$(i)+ " of" + Str$(NumSamples)
frmCheckFiles.txtRFile.Text = frmCheckFiles.txtRFile.Text + Str$(i) + " " +
Str$(DMatrix(i, fTIME)) +" " + Str$(DMatrix(i, fACCEL)) + CRLF
If i Mod 100 = 0 Then DoEvents
Next i
Trigger = False
frmCDlog.AnalogTriggerEvent 1.Board = DeviceNumber
frmCDlog.AnalogTriggerEventl 1.ChanStr = "AI" + Trim$(Str$(Channel))
frmCDlog.AnalogTriggerEventl.Level = Threshold




ErrorCode = DAQ_Op(DeviceNumber, Channel, Gain, DataBuffer(l), NumSamples,
SampleRate)
frmStatus.Caption = "Data Acquired."
frmStatus.lblStatus = Str$(i) + " of" + Str$(NumSamples)
frmStatus.Refresh
For i = 1 To NumSamples
DMatrix(i, fTIME) = i / SampleRate














'Const XminDef = -10
'Const XMaxDef = 10
'Const YMinDef = -10
'Const YMaxDef = 10
'Global XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX As Single








GArray(NUMDIM) As New frmGraphl 'Array of Graphs
TitleArray(NUMDIM) As String
ZoomBox As Integer 'Flag to enable Zoom Box
ZBoxArray(4) As Single 'Zoom Box Array
RMatrix(NUMDIM, 6, 3) As Single 'Range Matrix (holds max/min values)
GraphMaxSize(NUMDIM) As Integer 'Flag for Scrollbars
'RMatrix (,,x)
Global Const SDATA = 1
Global Const GRAPH = 2
Global Const DISPLAY = 3
'RMatrix (,x,)
Global Const XMIN = 1
Global Const XMAX = 2
Global Const YMIN = 3
Global Const YMAX = 4
Global Const XMARGIN = 5
Global Const YMARGIN = 6





Global dxmin!, dxmax!, dymin!, dymax!, dxmar!, dymar!
Matrix Variables
'Local Aliases for Range
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Global gxmin!, gxmax!, gymin!, gymax!, gxmar!, gymar! 'Local Aliases for Range
Matrix Variables
Global dxminl!, dxmaxl!, dyminl !, dymaxl !
Global Const X COORD = 0
Global Const YCOORD = 1
Const AXISWIDTH = 2
Const AXISCOLOR = BLACK
Const POINT WIDTH = 2
Const POINTCOLOR = RED
Const LineWIDTH = 1
Const LineCOLOR = BLUE
Const TICK WIDTH = 1
Const TICKCOLOR = AXIS COLOR
Const TICKFACTOR = .01
Const GRIDWIDTH = 1
Const GRIDCOLOR = AXISCOLOR
'Flags to prevent cascading of txtChange and scr_Change events
Global TxtFlag As Integer
Global ScrFlag As Integer
Global PlotFlag As Integer 'Flag to replot
Global ResetFlag As Integer 'Flag to rescale default
Global ValidData As Integer 'Flag to signal invalid data
Const PLOT_STATUS = " (plotting...)"
Global Const ALLTITLE = "Results"
Global Const ACCELTITLE = "Acceleration vs. Time"
Global Const VEL_TITLE = "Velocity vs. Time"
Global Const DISP_TITLE = "Displacement vs. Time"
Global Const LOSSTITLE = "Loss vs. Time"
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Global Const STIFFTITLE = "Stiffness vs. Time"
Sub AddMargin (Series As Integer, ShowAxis As Integer, CoOrd As Integer, DMin As
Single, DMax As Single)
Dim Margin!
Dim GMin!, GMax!
Const MarginFactor = 4
Margin = (DMax - DMin) / MarginFactor
If Margin < Abs(DMax) / MarginFactor Then Margin = Abs(DMax) / MarginFactor
'Defines max/min values for graph
If (ShowAxis And DMin >= 0 And DMax > 0) Then
GMin = -Margin
GMax = DMax + Margin
ElseIf (ShowAxis And DMin < O0 And DMax <= 0) Then
GMax = Margin
GMin = DMin - Margin
Else
GMax = DMax + Margin





RMatrix(Series, XMIN, DISPLAY) = Round(GMin, 6)
RMatrix(Series, XMAX, DISPLAY) = Round(GMax, 6)
'Set Margin Values
RMatrix(Series, XMARGIN, DISPLAY) = Round(Margin /2, 6)
Case Y COORD
'Graph Max/Min Values
RMatrix(Series, YMIN, DISPLAY) = Round(GMin, 6)
RMatrix(Series, YMAX, DISPLAY) = Round(GMax, 6)
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'Set Margin Values
RMatrix(Series, YMARGIN, DISPLAY) = Round(Margin / 2, 6)
End Select
End Sub
Sub DrawGrid (YSeries%, Gform As'Form)




'Draw Lines on X Axis
TickLength = (gymax - gymin) * TICK_FACTOR
LineIntExp = CInt(Right$(Format$((gxmax - gxmin) / 10, "Scientific"), 2))
FirstLine = Round(gxmin, LineIntExp - 1)
LastLine = Round(gxmax, LineIntExp - 1)
LineInterval = 10 ^ (-(LineIntExp - 1))
If LastLine - FirstLine < 2 * LineInterval Then
LineInterval = LineInterval / 5
LineIntExp = LineIntExp + 1
ElseIf LastLine - FirstLine < 5 * LineInterval Then
LineInterval = LineInterval / 2




For x = FirstLine To 1.1 * LastLine Step LineInterval
xStr = Str$(Round(x, LineIntExp - 1))
Gform.CurrentX = x - .5 * Gform. TextWidth(xStr)
Gform.CurrentY = -TickLength - .5 * Gform.TextHeight(xStr)
Gform.Print xStr
Gform.Line (x, gymin)-(x, gymax), GRID_COLOR
Next x
'Draw Lines on Y Axis
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TickLength = (gxmax - gxmin) * TICK_FACTOR
LineIntExp = CInt(Right$(Format$((gymax - gymin) / 10, "Scientific"), 2))
FirstLine = Round(gymin, LineIntExp - 1)
LastLine = Round(gymax, LineIntExp - 1)
LineInterval= 10 ^ (-(LineIntExp - 1))
If LastLine - FirstLine < 2 * Lineriterval Then
LineInterval = LineInterval / 5
LineIntExp = LineIntExp + 1
ElseIf LastLine - FirstLine < 5 * LineInterval Then
LineInterval = LineInterval / 2




For y = FirstLine To 1.1 * LastLine Step LineInterval
yStr = Str$(Round(y, LineIntExp - 1))
Gform.CurrentX = -1.5 * TickLength - Gform.TextWidth(yStr)
Gform.CurrentY = y + .5 * Gform.TextHeight(yStr)
Gform.Print yStr
Gform.Line (gxmin, y)-(gxmax, y), GRID_COLOR
Next y
End Sub
Sub DrawTicks (YSeries%, Gform As Form)





'Draw Ticks on X Axis









TickIntExp = CInt(Right$(Format$((dxmax - dxmin) / 10, "Scientific"), 3))
FirstTick = Round(dxmin, -(TickIntExp + 1))
LastTick = Round(dxmax, -(TickIntExp + 1))
TickInterval = 10 ^ (TickIntExp + 1)
If LastTick - FirstTick < 2 * TickInterval Then
TickInterval = TickInterval / 5
TicklntExp = TickIntExp - 1
ElseIf LastTick - FirstTick < 5 * TickInterval Then
TickInterval = TickInterval / 2





If(dymin < O0 And dymax > 0) Or frmMain.mnuGraGrid.Checked Then
If (dymin < 0 And dymax > 0) Then
y=0
ElseIf (dymin >= 0) Then
y = dymin + 2 * Gform.TextHeight(xStr)
Else
y = dymax - 2 * Gform.TextHeight(xStr)
End If
For x = FirstTick To 1.1 * LastTick Step TickInterval
xStr = Str$(Round(x, -(TickIntExp + 1)))
Gform.CurrentX = x - .5 * Gform.TextWidth(xStr)
Gform.CurrentY = y - TickLength - .3 * Gform. TextHeight(xStr)
'If Gform.CurrentX < dxmin Then xStr = Format$(Round(x, -(TickIntExp + 1)),
"Scientific")
Gform.Print xStr




'Draw Ticks on Y Axis








TickIntExp = CInt(Right$(Format$((dymax - dymin) / 10, "Scientific"), 3))
FirstTick = Round(dymin, -(TickIntExp + 1))
LastTick = Round(dymax, -(TickIntExp + 1))
TickInterval = 10 ^ (TickIntExp + 1)
If LastTick - FirstTick < 2 * TickInterval Then
TickInterval = TickInterval / 5
TickIntExp = TickIntExp - 1
ElseIf LastTick - FirstTick < 5 * TickInterval Then
TickInterval = TickInterval / 2





If(dxmin < 0 And dxmax > 0) Or frmMain.mnuGraGrid.Checked Then
If dxmin < 0 And dxmax > 0 Then
x=0
ElseIf dxmin >= 0 Then
x = dxmin + 2 * Gform.TextHeight(yStr)
Else
x = dxmax - 2 * Gform.TextHeight(yStr)
End If
For y = FirstTick To 1.1 * LastTick Step TickInterval
yStr = Str$(Round(y, -(TickIntExp + 1)))
Gform.CurrentX = x - 1.5 * TickLength - Gform.TextWidth(yStr)
Gform.CurrentY = y + .5 * Gform.TextHeight(yStr)
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'If Gform.CurrentX < dxmin Then yStr = Format$(Round(y, -(TicklntExp +
"Scientific")
Gform.Print yStr









temp = DMatrix(l, YSeries)
For i = 2 To NumSamples







For i = dxminl To dxmaxl




Function FindMin! (YSeries%) 'Finds minimum value in DMatrix(YSeries)
Dim i%
Dim temp!
temp = DMatrix(l, YSeries)
For i = 2 To NumSamples








For i = dxminl To dxmaxl
If DMatrix(i, YSeries) < DMatrix(temp, YSeries) Then temp = i
Next i
FindMin 1 = temp
End Function
Function FofX! (ByVal x!) 'Graphics Test Function
FofX = Cos(x)
End Function
Sub Form_Paint (YSeries As Integer, Gform As Form) 'Graphics Test Procedure





Gform. Scale (RMatrix(YSeries, XMIN, GRAPH), RMatrix(YSeries, YMAX,
GRAPH))-(RMatrix(YSeries, XMAX, GRAPH), RMatrix(YSeries, YMIN, GRAPH))
'Draw axes
Gform.Line (RMatrix(YSeries, XMIN, GRAPH), 0)-(RMatrix(YSeries, XMAX,
GRAPH), 0)












Sub InitDefRange (YSeries As Integer) 'Sets Display Max/Min Values to Default
Dim i%
For i = 1 To 6
RMatrix(YSeries, i, DISPLAY) = RMatrix(YSeries, i, GRAPH)
Next i
'Flags that display is maximum size
GraphMaxSize(YSeries) = True
End Sub
Sub InitRMatrix (Series As Integer) 'Sets the initial ranges (max/min values) in
RMatrix
Dim DMin!, DMax! 'Data Maxima and Minima
Dim GMin!, GMax! 'Graph Maxima and Minima
'Finds max/min values in data
DMin = FindMin(Series)
DMax = FindMax(Series)





'Set Y Data Max/Min Values
RMatrix(Series, YMIN, SDATA) = Round(DMin, 6)
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RMatrix(Series, YMAX, SDATA) = Round(DMax, 6)
'Set Y Display Max/Min/Margin Values
AddMargin Series, True, Y_COORD, DMin, DMax










YMAX, GRAPH) = RMatrix(Series, YMAX, DISPLAY)
YMIN, GRAPH) = RMatrix(Series, YMIN, DISPLAY)
YMARGIN, GRAPH) = RMatrix(Series, YMARGIN, DISPLAY)
XMIN, SDATA) = RMatrix(fTIME, YMIN, SDATA)
XMAX, SDATA) = RMatrix(fTIME, YMAX, SDATA)
XMIN, GRAPH) = RMatrix(fTIME, YMIN, GRAPH)
XMAX, GRAPH)= RMatrix(fTIME, YMAX, GRAPH)
XMARGIN, GRAPH) = RMatrix(fTIME, YMARGIN, GRAPH)
End Sub
Sub Plot (YSeries%, Gform As Form)
dxmin = RMatrix(YSeries, XMIN, DISPLAY)
dxmax = RMatrix(YSeries, XMAX, DISPLAY)
dymin = RMatrix(YSeries, YMIN, DISPLAY)
dymax = RMatrix(YSeries, YMAX, DISPLAY)
dxmar = RMatrix(YSeries, XMARGIN, DISPLAY)
dymar = RMatrix(YSeries, YMARGIN, DISPLAY)
gxmin = RMatrix(YSeries, XMIN, GRAPH)
gxmax = RMatrix(YSeries, XMAX, GRAPH)
gymin = RMatrix(YSeries, YMIN, GRAPH)
gymax = RMatrix(YSeries, YMAX, GRAPH)
gxmar = RMatrix(YSeries, XMARGIN, GRAPH)
gymar = RMatrix(YSeries, YMARGIN, GRAPH)
'Check for Valid Ranges
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If (dxmin >= gxmin And dymin >= gymin And dxmax <= gxmax And dymax <= gymax










Sub Plot 1 (YSeries%, Gform As Form)
dyminl = FindMinl(YSeries)
dymaxl = FindMaxl(YSeries)
AddMargin YSeries, True, X_COORD, DMatrix(dxminl, fTIME), DMatrix(dxmaxl,
frIME)
AddMargin YSeries, True, Y_COORD, DMatrix(dyminl, YSeries), DMatrix(dymaxl,
YSeries)
dxmin = RMatrix(YSeries, XMIN, DISPLAY)
dxmax = RMatrix(YSeries, XMAX, DISPLAY)
dymin = RMatrix(YSeries, YMIN, DISPLAY)
dymax = RMatrix(YSeries, YMAX, DISPLAY)
dxmar = RMatrix(YSeries, XMARGIN, DISPLAY)
dymar = RMatrix(YSeries, YMARGIN, DISPLAY)
gxmin = RMatrix(YSeries, XMIN, GRAPH)
gxmax = RMatrix(YSeries, XMAX, GRAPH)
gymin = RMatrix(YSeries, YMIN, GRAPH)
gymax = RMatrix(YSeries, YMAX, GRAPH)
'Check for Valid Ranges
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' If (dxmin >= gxmin And dymin >= gymin And dxmax <= gxmax And dymax <= gymax














For i = 2 To NumSamples
If (DMatrix(i - 1, fTIME) > dxmin And DMatrix(i - 1, fTIME) < dxmax) Then
If (DMatrix(i - 1, YSeries) > dymin And DMatrix(i - 1, YSeries) < dymax) Then
If (DMatrix(i, fTIME) > dxmin And DMatrix(i, fTIME) < dxmax) Then
If (DMatrix(i, YSeries) > dymin And DMatrix(i, YSeries) < dymax) Then
Gform.DrawWidth = POINTWIDTH













If (DMatrix(NumSamples, ffIME) > dxmin And DMatrix(NumSamples, ffIME) <
dxmax) Then
If (DMatrix(NumSamples, YSeries) > dymin And DMatrix(NumSamples, YSeries) <
dymin) Then









For i = dxminl + 1 To dxmaxl
Gform.DrawWidth = POINT WIDTH
Gform.PSet (DMatrix(i - 1, fTIME), DMatrix(i - 1, YSeries)), POINT_COLOR
If frmMain.mnuGraLine. Checked Then
Gform.DrawWidth = LineWIDTH
Gform.Line -(DMatrix(i, fIME), DMatrix(i, YSeries)), Line_COLOR
End If
Next i
Gform.DrawWidth = POINT WIDTH
Gform.PSet (DMatrix(dxmaxl, fTIME), DMatrix(dxmaxl, YSeries)), POINT_COLOR
End Sub
Sub PlotWithMargins (YSeries%, Gform As Form)
Dim x!, CurrentX!, CurrentY!
Dim i%












Gform. Scale (dxmin, dymax)-(dxmax, dymin)
'Draw axes
Gform.DrawWidth = AXISWIDTH
Gform.Line (dxmin + dxmar, 0)-(dxmax - dxmar, 0), AXIS_COLOR
Gform.Line (0, dymin + dymar)-(0, dymax - dymar), AXIS_COLOR
Gform.ScaleMode = 0
'Plot Points
For i = 2 To NumSamples
If (DMatrix(i - 1, fTIME) > (dxmin + dxmar) And DMatrix(i - 1, fTIME) < (dxmax -
dxmar)) Then
If (DMatrix(i - 1, YSeries) > (dymin + dymar) And DMatrix(i - 1, YSeries) <
(dymax - dymar)) Then
If (DMatrix(i, fTIME) > dxmin + dxmar And DMatrix(i, fTIME) < dxmax -
dxmar) Then
If (DMatrix(i, YSeries) > dymin + dymar And DMatrix(i, YSeries) < dymax -
dymar) Then
Gform.DrawWidth = POINTWIDTH
Gform.PSet (DMatrix(i - 1, fTIME), DMatrix(i - 1, YSeries)),
POINT COLOR
Gform.DrawWidth = Line WIDTH








If (DMatrix(NumSamples, fTIME) > dxmin + dxmar And DMatrix(NumSamples,
ffIME) < dxmax - dxmar) Then
If (DMatrix(NumSamples, YSeries) > dymin + dymar And DMatrix(NumSamples,
YSeries) < dymin - dymar) Then








Sub PlotWithoutMargins (YSeries%, Gform As Form)









If Val(Gform.Tag) <> 1 Then Gform.Cls
Gform.MousePointer = 0
Gform. Scale (dxmin, dymax)-(dxmax, dymin)
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Gform.DrawWidth = AXIS WIDTH
Gform.Line (gxmin, 0)-(gxmax, 0), AXIS_COLOR
Gform.Line (0, gymin)-(0, gymax), AXIS_COLOR
'Draw grid
If frmMain.mnuGraGrid.Checked Then 'Draw grid
DrawGrid Yseries, Gform










Sub PlotWithoutMarginsl (YSeries%, Gform As Form)
Load Gform
Screen.MousePointer = 11
Gform.Caption = TitleArray(Val(Gform.Tag)) + PLOT_STATUS
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frmMain.pctStatus. Cls
frmMain.pctStatus.Print "Plotting:", TitleArray(Val(Gform. Tag))
Gform. Show
'Set up display
If Val(Gform. Tag) <> 1 Then Gform.Cls
Gform.MousePointer = 0
Gform.Scale (dxmin, dymax)-(dxmax, dymin)
Gform.ScaleMode = 0
'Scrollbars





Gform.DrawWidth = AXIS WIDTH
Gform.Line (dxmin, 0)-(dxmax, 0), AXIS_COLOR
Gform.Line (0, dymin)-(0, dymax), AXIS_COLOR
'Draw grid
If frmMain.mnuGraGrid.Checked Then 'Draw grid
DrawGrid Yseries, Gform



















For i = 2 To 6 '(
InitRMatrix (i)
InitDefRange (i)






Change 2 to NUMDIM
Sub PrepGraphsl ()
Dim i%






dxmaxl =2 * speak
If dxmax 1 > NumSamples Then dxmaxl = NumSamples












temp = CDbl(Format$(Number * (10 ^ NumDigits), "O"))
Round = temp / 10 ^ NumDigits
'Round = CLng(Number * (10 ^ NumDigits)) / 10 ^ NumDigits
rNumFormat$= ""
'For i = 1 To NumDigits
NumFormat = NumFormat + "#"
'Next i
'NumFormat = NumFormat + "e+00"
'Round = CDbl(Format$(Number, NumFormat))
End Function
Sub SetDefRange (YSeries As Integer)
Dim i%
For i= 1 To 4
frmRange.txtVal(i) = RMatrix(YSeries, i, DISPLAY)
Next i
End Sub
Sub UpdateScrollBars (YSeries%, Gform As Form)
If GraphMaxSize(YSeries) Then
Gform.scrH.Visible = False
Gform. scrV.Visible = False
Else
'Set initial scrollbar positions
Gform.scrH. Value = CInt(100 * ((dxmax - dxmin) / 2 - gxmin) / gxmax)
Gform.scrV.Value = CInt(100 * ((dymax - dymin) / 2 - gymin) / gymax)
'Move and resize scrollbars
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Gform.scrH.Visible = True
Gform.scrH.Move Gform.ScaleLeft, Gform.ScaleTop + Gform.ScaleHeight +
Gform. scrH.Height, Gform. ScaleWidth - Gform. scrV.Width, Gform.scrH.Height
Gform.scrV.Visible = True
Gform.scrV.Move Gform.ScaleLeft + Gform.ScaleWidth - Gform.scrV.Width,














'Dim DMatrix() As SampleType
Global DMatrix() As Single
Global NumSamples As Integer
Global Const numDIM = 6
Global Const numY = numDIM - 1
Global Const fTIME = 1
Global Const fACCEL = 2
Global Const fVEL = 3
Global Const fDISP = 4
Global Const fLOSS = 5
Global Const fSTIFF = 6
Global SaveFlag As Integer
Global Const BIN = 0
Global Const Text = 1
Sub CheckArray (i As Integer)
Dim j As Integer





Sub OpenBFile (InputFname As String)
Dim i As Integer
Dim CRLF As String
CRLF = Chr$(13) + Chr$(10)
Screen.MousePointer = 11
Load frmCheckFiles
Open InputFname For Binary As #1
Get #1,, NumSamples
ReDim DMatrix(NumSamples, numDIM)
frmStatus.Caption = "Reading Data File..."
frmStatus.lblStatus = "0 of" + Str$(NumSamples)
frmStatus.Tag = "Read"
frmMain.pctStatus.Cls




For i = 1 To NumSamples
Get #1,, DMatrix(i, fTIME)
Get #1,, DMatrix(i, fACCEL)
frmStatus.lblStatus = Str$(i) + " of" + Str$(NumSamples)
frmCheckFiles.txtRFile.Text = frmCheckFiles.txtRFile.Text + Str$(i) + " " +
Str$(DMatrix(i, ffIME)) + " " + Str$(DMatrix(i, fACCEL)) + CRLF
If i Mod 100 = 0 Then DoEvents
Next i
frmStatus. Caption = "File Read Successfully."













frmCDlog.FileDlog.Filter = "Data Files (*.DAT)I*.DATIText Files (*.TXT)l*.TXTIAII
Files (*.*)I*.*"
frmCDlog.FileDlog.FilterIndex = 1 + TextFile 'Start with *.DAT filter or *.TXT filter
frmCDlog.FileDlog.Flags = OFN_FILEMUSTEXIST Or OFN_PATHMUSTEXIST
frmCDlog.FileDlog.Action = 1 'Display the dialog box



















Sub OpenSFile (InputFname As String)
Dim i%, j%
Dim NumFields%
Dim CRLF As String
CRLF = Chr$(13) + Chr$(10)
Screen.MousePointer = 11
Load frmCheckFiles
Open InputFname For Input As #1
Input #1, NumSamples, NumFields
ReDim DMatrix(NumSamples, numDIM)
frmStatus.Caption = "Reading Text File..."
frmStatus.lblStatus = "0 of" + Str$(NumSamples)
frmStatus.Tag= "Read"
frmMain.pct Status.Cls




For i = 1 To NumSamples
For j = 1 To NumFields
Input #1, DMatrix(i, j)
Next j
frmCheckFiles.txtSFile.Text = frmCheckFiles.txtSFile.Text + Str$(i) + " " +
Str$(DMatrix(i, fTIME)) + " " + Str$(DMatrix(i, fACCEL)) + CRLF
frmStatus.lblStatus = Str$(i) + " of" + Str$(NumSamples)
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If i Mod 100 = 0 Then DoEvents
Next i
frmStatus. Caption = "File Read Successfully."







If NumFields = 5 Then frmMain.mnuAnaPrepare.Enabled = True
Screen.MousePointer = 0
End Sub
Sub SaveBFile (SaveFname As String)
Dim i As Integer
Screen.MousePointer = 11
frmStatus.Caption = "Saving Data File..."
frmStatus.lblStatus = "0 of" + Str$(NumSamples)
frmStatus.Tag = "Save"
frmMain.pctStatus.Cls
frmMain.pctStatus.Print "Saving Data File..."
frmStatus. Show
frmStatus.Refresh
Open SaveFname For Binary As #1
Put #1,, NumSamples
For i = 1 To NumSamples
Put #1,, DMatrix(i, fTIME)
Put #1,, DMatrix(i, fACCEL)
frmStatus.lblStatus = Str$(i) + " of" + Str$(NumSamples)
If i Mod 100 = 0 Then DoEvents
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Next i
frmStatus.Caption = "File Saved Successfully."











frmCDlog.FileDlog.Filter = "Data Files (*.DAT)I*.DATIText Files (*.TXT)I*.TXTIAI1
Files (*.*)I*.*"
frmCDlog.FileDlog.FilterIndex = 1 + TextFile 'Start with *.DAT filter or *.TXT filter
frmCDlog.FileDlog.Flags = OFN_PATHMUSTEXIST And
OFNOVERWRITEPROMPT
'frmCDlog.FileDlog.DefaultExt = "DAT"
frmCDlog.FileDlog.Action = 2 'Display the dialog box








frmMain.Caption = frmMain.Caption + ": "+ frmCDlog.FileDlog.Filename
Unload frmCDlog
End Sub




Dim CRLF As String
CRLF = Chr$(13) + Chr$(10)
NumFields = 5
Screen.MousePointer = 11
frmStatus.Caption = "Saving Text File..."
frmStatus.lblStatus = "0 of" + Str$(NumSamples)
frmStatus.Tag = "Save"
frmMain.pctStatus.Cls
frmMain.pctStatus.Print "Saving Text File..."
frmStatus. Show
frmStatus.Refresh
Open SaveFname For Output As #1
Print #1, NumSamples, NumFields
For i = 1 To NumSamples
For j = 1 To NumFields
Print #1, Trim$(Str$(DMatrix(i, j))) + ";
Next j
Print #1,
frmStatus.lblStatus = Str$(i) + " of" + Str$(NumSamples)
If i Mod 100 = 0 Then DoEvents
Next i
frmStatus.Caption = "File Saved Successfully."









Sub SaveSFile (SaveFname As String)
Dim i As Integer
Dim CRLF As String
CRLF = Chr$(13) + Chr$(1 0)
Screen.MousePointer = 11
frmStatus.Caption = "Saving Text File..."
frmStatus.lblStatus = "0 of" + Str$(NumSamples)
frmStatus.Tag = "Save"
frmMain.pctStatus.Cls
frmMain.pctStatus.Print "Saving Text File..."
frmStatus. Show
frmStatus.Refresh
Open SaveFname For Output As #1
Print #1, NumSamples
For i = 1 To NumSamples
Print #1, Str$(DMatrix(i, fTIME)) +" " + Str$(DMatrix(i, fACCEL))
frmStatus.lblStatus = Str$(i) + " of" + Str$(NumSamples)
If i Mod 100 = 0 Then DoEvents
Next i
frmStatus.Caption = "File Saved Successfully."












'Visual Basic global constant file. This file can be loaded
'into a code module.
Some constants are commented out because they have
'duplicates (e.g., NONE appears several places).
'If you are updating a Visual Basic application written with
'an older version, you should replace your global constants
with the constants in this file.
'General
'Clipboard formats
Global Const CF LINK = &HBF00
Global Const CFTEXT = 1
Global Const CF BITMAP = 2
Global Const CF METAFILE = 3
Global Const CF DIB = 8
Global Const CF PALETTE = 9
'DragOver
Global Const ENTER = 0
Global Const LEAVE = 1
Global Const OVER = 2
'Drag (controls)
Global Const CANCEL = 0
Global Const BEGINDRAG = 1
Global Const ENDDRAG = 2
' Show parameters
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Global Const MODAL = 1
Global Const MODELESS = 0
'Arrange Method
'for MDI Forms
Global Const CASCADE = 0
Global Const TIIE HORIZONTAL = 1
Global Const TILE VERTICAL = 2
Global Const ARRANGEICONS = 3
'.ZOrder Method
Global Const BRINGTOFRONT = 0
Global Const SENDTOBACK = 1
'Key Codes
Global Const KEY LBUTTON = &H1
Global Const KEY_RBUTTON = &H2
Global Const KEY CANCEL = &H3
Global Const KEY_MBUTTON = &H4 'NOT contiguous with L & RBUTTON
Global Const KEY BACK = &H8
Global Const KEY_TAB = &H9
Global Const KEY CLEAR = &HC
Global Const KEYRETURN = &HD
Global Const KEY_SHIFT = &H10
Global Const KEYCONTROL = &H11
Global Const KEY MENU = &H12
Global Const KEYPAUSE = &H13
Global Const KEYCAPITAL = &H14
Global Const KEY ESCAPE = &HIB
Global Const KEYSPACE = &H20
Global Const KEY PRIOR = &H21
Global Const KEY NEXT = &H22
Global Const KEY END = &H23
Global Const KEYHOME = &H24
Global Const KEY .LEFT = &H25
Global Const KEY 'UP = &H26
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Global Const KEYRIGHT = &H27
Global Const KEY DOWN = &H28
Global Const KEYSELECT = &H29
Global Const KEYPRINT = &H2A
Global Const KEYEXECUTE = &H2B
Global Const KEYSNAPSHOT = &H2C
Global Const KEYINSERT = &H2D
Global Const KEYDELETE = &H2E
Global Const KEYHELP = &H2F
'KEYA thru KEY_Z are the same as their ASCII equivalents: 'A' thru 'Z'
'KEY_0 thru KEY_9 are the same as their ASCII equivalents: '0' thru '9'
Global Const KEY NUMPADO = &H60
Global Const KEY NUMPADI = &H61
Global Const KEY NUMPAD2 = &H62
Global Const KEY NUMPAD3 = &H63
Global Const KEYNUMPAD4 = &H64
Global Const KEY NUMPAD5 = &H65
Global Const KEYNUMPAD6 = &H66
Global Const KEYNUMPAD7 = &H67
Global Const KEY NUMPAD8 = &H68
Global Const KEYNUMPAD9 = &H69
Global Const KEYMULTIPLY = &H6A
Global Const KEYADD = &H6B
Global Const KEYSEPARATOR = &H6C
Global Const KEY SUBTRACT = &H6D
Global Const KEYDECIMAL = &H6E
Global Const KEYDIVIDE = &H6F
Global Const KEYF 1 = &H70
Global Const KEYF2 = &H71
Global Const KEY F3 = &H72
Global Const KEYF4 = &H73
Global Const KEYF5 = &H74
Global Const KEY F6 = &H75
Global Const KEY F7 = &H76
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Global Const KEY F8 = &H77
Global Const KEY _F9 = &H78
Global Const KEY F10 = &H79
Global Const KEY F 11 = &H7A
Global Const KEY F12 = &H7B
Global Const KEY F13 = &H7C
Global Const KEY F14 = &H7D
Global Const KEY F15 = &H7E
Global Const KEY F16 = &H7F
Global Const KEY NUMLOCK = &H90
' Variant VarType tags
Global Const V EMPTY = 0
Global Const V NULL = 1
Global Const V INTEGER = 2
Global Const VLONG = 3
Global Const V SINGLE = 4
Global Const VDOUBLE = 5
Global Const V CURRENCY = 6
Global Const V DATE = 7
Global Const VSTRING = 8
'Event Parameters
' ErrNum (LinkError)
G(lobal Const WRONGFORMAT = 1
Global Const DDESOURCECLOSED = 6
Global Const TOO MANYLINKS = 7
Global Const DATA TRANSFERFAILED = 8
' QueryUnload
Global Const FORM CONTROLMENU = 0
Global Const FORM CODE = 1
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Global Const APPWINDOWS = 2
Global Const APP TASKMANAGER = 3
Global Const FORM_MDIFORM = 4
'Properties
'Colors
Global Const BLACK = &HO&
Global Const RED = &HFF&
Global Const GREEN = &HFFOO&
Global Const YELLOW = &HFFFF&
Global Const BLUE = &HFF0000
Global Const MAGENTA = &HFFOOFF
Global Const CYAN = &HFFFFOO
Global Const WHITE = &HFFFFFF
'System Colors
Global Const SCROLL_BARS = &H80000000 ' Scroll-bars gray area.
Global Const DESKTOP = &H80000001 'Desktop.
Global Const ACTIVE_TITLE_BAR = &H80000002 ' Active window caption.
Global Const INACTIVE_TITLE_BAR = &H80000003 'Inactive window caption.
Global Const MENU_BAR = &H80000004 'Menu background.
Global Const WINDOW_BACKGROUND = &H80000005 'Window background.
Global Const WINDOWFRAME = &H80000006 'Window frame.
Global Const MENUTEXT = &H80000007 'Text in menus.
Global Const WINDOW TEXT = &H80000008 'Text in windows.
Global Const TITLE_BAR_TEXT = &H80000009 ' Text in caption, size box, scroll-
bar arrow box..
Global Const ACTIVEBORDER = &H8000000A 'Active window border.
Global Const INACTIVEBORDER = &H8000000B 'Inactive window border.
Global Const APPLICATION_WORKSPACE = &H8000000C ' Background color of
multiple document interface (MDI) applications.
Global Const HIGHLIGHT = &H8000000D 'Items selected item in a control.
Global Const HIGHLIGHTTEXT = &H8000000E ' Text of item selected in a
control.
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Global Const BUTTON_FACE = &H8000000F 'Face shading on command
buttons.
Global Const BUTTON_SHADOW = &H80000010 'Edge shading on command
buttons.
Global Const GRAY_ TEXT = &H80000011 ' Grayed (disabled) text. This color
is set to 0 if the current display driver' does not support a solid gray color.
Global Const BUTTON_TEXT = &H80000012 'Text on push buttons.
'Enumerated Types
' Align (picture box)
Global Const NONE = 0
Global Const ALIGNTOP = 1
Global Const ALIGNBOTTOM = 2
'Alignment
Global Const LEFT_JUSTIFY = 0 ' - Left Justify
Global Const RIGHT_JUSTIFY = 1 ' 1 - Right Justify
Global Const CENTER = 2 ' 2 - Center
' BorderStyle (form)
'Global Const NONE O0 ' O - None
Global Const FIXED_SINGLE = 1 ' - Fixed Single
Global Const SIZABLE = 2 '2 - Sizable (Forms only)
Global Const FIXED_DOUBLE = 3 ' 3 - Fixed Double (Forms only)
'BorderStyle (Shape and Line)
'Global Const TRANSPARENT = 0 '0 - Transparent
'Global Const SOLID = 1 '1 - Solid
'Global Const DASH = 2 '2 - Dash
'Global Const DOT = 3 '3 - Dot
'Global Const DASHDOT = 4 '4 - Dash-Dot
'Global Const DASHDOT DOT = 5 ' 5 - Dash-Dot-Dot




















5 '5 - Size
'6 - Size NE SW
7 - Size N S
'8 - Size NW SE
'9 - Size WE
'10 - Up Arrow
' 11 - Hourglass





















MANUAL = 0 'O - Manual
AUTOMATIC = 1 ' 1 - Automatic
BLACKNESS = 1 ' 1 - Blackness
NOT_MERGE_PEN = 2 '2 - Not Merge Pen
MASKNOT PEN = 3 '3 - Mask Not Pen
NOT_COPYPEN = 4 '4 - Not Copy Pen
MASK PEN NOT = 5 '5 - Mask Pen Not
INVERT = 6 '6 - Invert
XO:R_PEN = 7 '7 - Xor Pen
NOTMASK PEN = 8 '8 - Not Mask Pen
MASK PEN = 9 ' 9 - Mask Pen
NOTXOR PEN = 10 ' 10 - Not Xor Pen
NOP = 11 ' 11 -Nop
MERGE_NOTPEN = 12' 12 - Merge Not Pen
COPYPEN = 13 ' 13 - Copy Pen
ME:RGE_PEN_NOT = 14 ' 14 - Merge Pen Not
ME:RGE_PEN = 15 ' 15 - Merge Pen






























Global Const SOLID = 0 '0 - Solid
Global Const DASH = 1 ' 1 - Dash
Global Const DOT = 2 '2 - Dot
Global Const DASHDOT = 3 '3 - Dash-Dot
Global Const DASHDOTDOT = 4' 4 - Dash-Dot-Dot
Global Const INVISIBLE = 5 ' 5 - Invisible
Global Const INSIDESOLID = 6' 6 - Inside Solid
'FillStyle
'Global Const SOLID = 0 '0 - Solid
Global Const TRANSPARENT = 1 ' 1 - Transparent
Global Const HORIZONTALLINE = 2 '2 - Horizontal Line
Global Const VERTICALLINE = 3 '3 - Vertical Line
Global Const UPWARD_DIAGONAL = 4 '4 - Upward Diagonal
Global Const DOWNWARD_DIAGONAL = 5' 5 - Downward Diagonal
Global Const CROSS = 6 '6 - Cross
Global Const DIAGONAL_CROSS = 7 '7 - Diagonal Cross
'LinkMode (forms and controls)
' Global Const NONE = 0 'O - None
Global Const LINK_SOURCE = 1 ' 1 - Source (forms only)
Global Const LINK_AUTOMATIC = 1 ' 1 - Automatic (controls only)
Global Const LINK_MANUAL = 2 '2 - Manual (controls only)
Global Const LINK_NOTIFY = 3 '3 - Notify (controls only)
'LinkMode (kept for VB 1.0 compatibility, use new constants instead)
Global Const HOT = 1 ' 1 - Hot (controls only)
Global Const SERVER = 1 ' 1 - Server (forms only)
Global Const COLD = 2 '2 - Cold (controls only)
' ScaleMode
Global Const USER = 0 '0 - User
Global Const TWIPS = 1 ' 1 - Twip
Global Const POINTS = 2 '2 - Point
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Global Const PIXELS = 3 '3 - Pixel
Global Const CHARACTERS = 4 '4 - Character
Global Const INCHES = 5 '5 - Inch
Global Const MILLIMETERS = 6' 6 - Millimeter
Global Const CENTIMETERS = 7'7 - Centimeter
' ScrollBar
' Global Const NONE = 0' 0 - None
Global Const HORIZONTAL = 1 ' 1 - Horizontal
Global Const VERTICAL = 2 '2 - Vertical















Global Const NORMAL = 0 ' O - Normal
Global Const MINIMIZED = 1 ' 1 - Minimized
Global Const MAXIMIZED = 2 ' 2 - Maximized
'Check Value
Global Const UNCHECKED = 0 '0 - Unchecked
Global Const CHECKED = 1 ' 1 - Checked
Global Const GRAYED = 2 '2 - Grayed
' Shift parameter masks
Global Const SHIFT MASK = 1
Global Const CTRLMASK = 2





LEFT BUTTON = 1
RIGHTBUTTON = 2
MIDDLE BUTTON = 4
' Function Parameters
' MsgBox parameters
Global Const MB_OK = 0 ' OK button only
Global Const MBOKCANCEL = 1 'OK and Cancel buttons
Global Const MB_ABORTRETRYIGNORE = 2 ' Abort, Retry, and Ignore buttons
Global Const MB_YESNOCANCEL = 3 'Yes, No, and Cancel buttons
Global Const MBYESNO = 4 'Yes and No buttons









MB_ICONSTOP = 16 'Critical message
MB_ICONQUESTION = 32 'Warning query
MB_ICONEXCLAMATION = 48 'Warning message






Const MBAPPLMODAL = 0
Const MBDEFBUTTONI = 0
Const MBDEFBUTTON2 = 256
Const MBDEFBUTTON3 = 512
Const MBSYSTEMMODAL = 409
' MsgBox return values
Global Const IDOK = 
Global Const IDCANCEL = 2
Global Const IDABORT = 3
Global Const IDRETRY = 4
Global Const IDIGNORE = 5
Global Const IDYES = 6
Global Const IDNO = 7
' Application Modal Message Box
'First button is default
' Second button is default




' Abort button pressed
'Retry button pressed
'Ignore button pressed
' Yes button pressed
'No button pressed
' SetAttr, Dir, GetAttr functions
Global Const ATTRNORMAL = 0
Global Const ATTRREADONLY = 1
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Global Const ATTRHIDDEN = 2
Global Const ATTR SYSTEM = 4
Global Const ATTR VOLUME = 8
Global Const ATTR DIRECTORY = 16
Global Const ATTRARCHIVE = 32
'Grid
'ColAlignment,FixedAlignment Properties
Global Const GRID ALIGNLEFT = 0
Global Const GRID ALIGNRIGHT = 1
Global Const GRID ALIGNCENTER = 2
'Fillstyle Property
Global Const GRID SINGLE = 0
Global Const GRID REPEAT = 1
'Data control
'Error event Response arguments
Global Const DATAERRCONTINUE = 0
Global Const DATAERRDISPLAY = 1
'Editmode property values
Global Const DATA EDITNONE = 0
Global Const DATA EDITMODE = 1
Global Const DATA EDITADD = 2
'Options property values
Global Const DATA DENYWRITE = &H1
Global Const DATA DENYREAD = &H2
Global Const DATAREADONLY = &H4
Global Const DATA_APPENDONLY = &H8
Global Const DATA INCONSISTENT = &H10
Global Const DATA CONSISTENT = &H20
Global Const DATA SQLPASSTHROUGH = &H40
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'Validate event Action arguments
Global Const DATAACTIONCANCEL = 0
Global Const DATAACTIONMOVEFIRST = 1
Global Const DATAACTIONMOVEPREVIOUS = 2
Global Const DATAACTIONMOVENEXT = 3
Global Const DATAACTIONMOVELAST = 4
Global Const DATAACTIONADDNEW = 5
Global Const DATAACTIONUPDATE = 6
Global Const DATAACTIONDELETE = 7
Global Const DATAACTIONFIND = 8
Global Const DATAACTIONBOOKMARK = 9
Global Const DATAACTIONCLOSE = 10




















OLECREATENEW = O0 'from olel control
OLECREATE LINK = 1















Global Const OLE LINKED = 0
Global Const OLEEMBEDDED = 1
Global Const OLE NONE = 3
'OLETypeAllowed
Global Const OLE EITHER = 2
'UpdateOptions
Global Const OLEAUTOMATIC = 0
Global Const OLEFROZEN = 1
Global Const OLEMANUAL = 2
'AutoActivate modes
'Note that OLE_ACTIVATE_GETFOCUS only applies to objects that
'support "inside-out" activation. See related Verb notes below.
Global Const OLEACTIVATEMANUAL = 0
Global Const OLEACTIVATEGETFOCUS = 1
Global Const OLEACTIVATEDOUBLECLICK = 2
'SizeModes
Global Const OLESIZECLIP = 0
Global Const OLE SIZESTRETCH = 1
Global Const OLESIZEAUTOSIZE = 2
'DisplayTypes
Global Const OLEDISPLAYCONTENT = 0
Global Const OLEDISPLAYICON = 1
'Update Event Constants
Global Const OLECHANGED = 0
Global Const OLESAVED = 1
Global Const OLE CLOSED = 2
Global Const OLERENAMED = 3
'Special Verb Values
Global Const VERB PRIMARY = 0
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Global Const VERBSHOW = -1
Global Const VERB OPEN= -2
Global Const VERBHIDE = -3
Global Const VERBINPLACEUIACTIVATE = -4
Global Const VERBINPLACEACTIVATE = -5
'The last two verbs are for objects that support "inside-out" activation,
'meaning they can be edited in-place, and that they support being left
'inplace-active even when the input focus moves to another control or form.
'These objects actually have 2 levels of being active. "InPlace Active"
'means that the object is ready for the user to click inside it and start
'working with it. "InPlace UI-Active" means that, in addition, if the object
'has any other UI associated with it, such as floating palette windows,
'that those windows are visible and ready for use. Any number of objects
'can be "InPlace Active" at a time, although only one can be
"'InPlace UI-Active".
'You can cause an object to move to either one of states programmatically by
'setting the Verb property to the appropriate verb and setting
'Action=OLEACTIVATE.
'Also, if you set AutoActivate = OLE_ACTIVATE_GETFOCUS, the server will
'automatically be put into "InPlace UI-Active" state when the user clicks
'on or tabs into the control.
'VerbFlag Bit Masks
Global Const VERBFLAG GRAYED = &H1
Global Const VERBFLAGDISABLED = &H2
Global Const VERBFLAG CHECKED = &H8
Global Const VERBFLAGSEPARATOR = &H800
'MiscFlag Bits - OR these together as desired for special behaviors
'MEMSTORAGE causes the control to use memory to store the object while
it is loaded. This is faster than the default (disk-tempfile),
but can consume a lot of memory for objects whose data takes
up a lot of space, such as the bitmap for a paint program.
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Global Const OLE MISCFLAG MEMSTORAGE = &HI
'DISABLEINPLACE overrides the control's default behavior of allowing
in-place activation for objects that support it. If you
are having problems activating an object inplace, you can
force it to always activate in a separate window by setting this
bit
Global Const OLE MISCFLAG DISABLEINPLACE = &H2
'Common Dialog Control
'Action Property
Global Const DLGFILE OPEN = 1
Global Const DLGFILE SAVE = 2
Global Const DLG_COLOR = 3
Global Const DLG FONT = 4
Global Const DLGPRINT = 5
Global Const DLG HELP = 6
'File Open/Save Dialog Flags
Global Const OFNREADONLY = &H1&
Global Const OFNOVERWRITEPROMPT = &H2&
Global Const OFNHIDEREADONLY = &H4&
Global Const OFN NOCHANGEDIR = &H8&
Global Const OFNSHOWHELP = &H10&
Global Const OFNNOVALIDATE = &H100&
Global Const OFNALLOWMULTISELECT = &H200&
Global Const OFN_EXTENSIONDIFFERENT = &H400&
Global Const OFNPATHMUSTEXIST = &H800&
Global Const OFNFILEMUSTEXIST = &H1000&
Global Const OFNCREATEPROMPT = &H2000&
Global Const OFNSHAREAWARE = &H4000&








Global Const CCPREVENTFULLOPEN = &H4&
Global Const CCSHOWHELP = &H8&
'Fonts Dialog Flags
Global Const CFSCREENFONTS = &H1&
Global Const CF PRINTERFONTS - &H2&
Global Const CFBOTH = &H3&
Global Const CFSHOWHELP = &H4&
Global Const CF INITTOLOGFONTSTRUCT = &H40&
Global Const CFUSESTYLE = &H80&
Global Const CFEFFECTS = &H100&
Global Const CFAPPLY = &H200&
Global Const CF ANSIONLY = &H400&
Global Const CF NOVECTORFONTS = &H800&
Global Const CFNOSIMULATIONS = &H1000&
Global Const CFLIMITSIZE = &H2000&
Global Const CFFIXEDPITCHONLY = &H4000&
Global Const CF WYSIWYG = &H8000& 'must also have CF SCREENFONTS &
CFPRINTERFONTS
Global Const CFFORCEFONTEXIST = &H10000
Global Const CF SCALABLEONLY = &H20000
Global Const CF TTONLY = &H40000
Global Const CF NOFACESEL = &H80000
Global Const CFNOSTYLESEL = &H100000
Global Const CF NOSIZESEL = &H200000
'Printer Dialog Flags
Global Const PDALLPAGES = &HO&
Global Const PDSELECTION = &H1&
Global Const PDPAGENUMS = &H2&
Global Const PD NOSELECTION = &H4&
Global Const PD NOPAGENUMS = &H8&
Global Const PDCOLLATE = &H10&
Global Const PDPRINTTOFILE = &H20&
Global Const PDPRINTSETUP = &H40&
Global Const PD NOWARNING = &H80&
Const PDRETURNDC = &H100&
Const PDRETURNIC = &H200&
Const PDRETURNDEFAULT = &H400&
Const PDSHOWHELP = &H800&
Const PD USEDEVMODECOPIES = &H40000
Const PDDISABLEPRINTTOFILE = &H80000
Const PDHIDEPRINTTOFILE = &H100000
'Help Constants
Global Const HELP CONTEXT = &H1
Global Const HELP_QUIT = &H2
Global Const HELP INDEX = &H3
Global Const HELPCONTENTS = &H3
Global Const HELPHELPONHELP = &H
Global Const HELPSETINDEX = &H5
Global Const HELPSETCONTENTS = &
Global Const HELPCONTEXTPOPUP =
Global Const HELPFORCEFILE = &H9
Global Const HELPKEY = &H101
Global Const HELPCOMMAND = &H10:
Global Const HELPPARTIALKEY = &H
'Display topic in ulTopic
'Terminate help
'Display index
[4 'Display help on using help
'Set the current Index for multi index help
H5
&H8
'Display topic for keyword in offabData
2
105 'call the search engine in winhelp
'Error Constants











































Global Const CDERR NOHOOK = &H7FF4
'Added for CMDIALOG.VBX
Global Const CDERRCANCEL = &H7FF3
Global Const CDERRNODLL = &H7FF2
Global Const CDERRERRPROC = &H7FF1
Global Const CDERRALLOC = &H7FFO
Global Const CDERR HELP = &H7FEF
Global Const PDERRPRINTERCODES = &H6FFF
Global Const PDERRSETUPFAILURE = &H6FFE
Global Const PDERRPARSEFAILURE = &H6FFD
Global Const PDERRRETDEFFAILURE = &H6FFC
Global Const PDERRLOADDRVFAILURE = &H6FFB
Global Const PDERRGETDEVMODEFAIL = &H6FFA
Global Const PDERRINITFAILURE = &H6FF9
Global Const PDERRNODEVICES = &H6FF8
Global Const PDERRNODEFAULTPRN = &H6FF7
Global Const PDERRDNDMMISMATCH = &H6FF6
Global Const PDERR CREATEICFAILURE = &H6FF5
Global Const PDERRPRINTERNOTFOUND = &H6FF4
Global Const CFERRCHOOSEFONTCODES = &H5FFF
Global Const CFERRNOFONTS = &HSFFE
Global Const FNERR FILENAMECODES = &H4FFF
Global Const FNERRSUBCLASSFAILURE = &H4FFE
Global Const FNERRINVALIDFILENAME = &H4FFD
Global Const FNERRBUFFERTOOSMALL = &H4FFC
Global Const FRERRFINDREPLACECODES = &H3FFF




Global Const G = 9.8 'Acceleration due to gravity
Global Const TRAPEZOID = 1
Global Threshold!
Global t_impact!, s_impact%, v_impact!, E_impact!
Global tpeak!, s_peak%, apeak!




Global stiffave!, stiff peak!
Global Const MASS! = 1
Dim ts(fSTIFF) As Integer 'Set Tab Stops












If StartLine + NumLines < NumSamples Then







frmData.Print Tab(ts(l)); "Time"; Tab(ts(2)); "Acceleration"; Tab(ts(3)); "Velocity";
Tab(ts(4)); "Displacement"; Tab(ts(5)); "Loss"; Tab(ts(6)); "Stiffhess"
frmData.FontUnderline = False
For i = StartLine To EndLine
For j = 1 To fSTIFF










frmResults.Print "Threshold:"; Tab(ts_data); Round(Threshold, 6)
frmResults.Print
frmResults.Print "timpact:"; Tab(tsdata); Round(t_impact, 6)
frmResults.Print "t_takeoff:"; Tab(ts_data); Round(t_takeoff, 6)
fimResults.Print "Impact Duration:"; Tab(ts_data); Round(t_duration, 6)
frmResults.Print "Impact Rise Time:"; Tab(tsdata); Round(t_rise, 6)
frmResults.Print
frmResults.Print "Velocity at Impact:"; Tab(tsdata); Round(vimpact, 6)
friResults.Print "Energy at Impact:"; Tab(ts_data); Round(E_impact, 6)
frmResults.Print "Velocity at Takeoff:"; Tab(ts_data); Round(v_takeoff, 6)
frmResults.Print "Energy at Takeoff:"; Tab(ts_data); Round(E_takeoff, 6)
frmResults.Print "Energy Absorbed during Impact:"; Tab(ts_data); Round(E_delta, 6)
frmResults.Print
frmResults.Print "Average Loss:"; Tab(ts_data); Round(lossave, 6)
frmResults.Print "Peak Loss:"; Tab(ts_data); Round(lossjeak, 6)
fimResults.Print
fimResults.Print "Average Stiffness:"; Tab(ts_data); Round(stiffave, 6)






Dim Thresholdpeak! '90% to peak; used for calculating rise time







frmMain.pctStatus.Print "Determining Acceleration Peak..."
apeak = 0
For i = 1 To NumSamples 'Time of Acceleration Peak
If Abs(DMatrix(i, fACCEL)) > Abs(apeak) Then
speak = i
tpeak = DMatrix(i, fTIME)
a_peak = DMatrix(i, fACCEL)
End If
Next i
Threshold= .1 * apeak
Threshold_peak = .9 * a_peak
frmMain. pctStatus. Cls
frmMain.pctStatus.Print "Determining Impact Time..."
For i = 1 To NumSamples 'Time of Impact
If Sgn(DMatrix(i, fACCEL)) = Sgn(Threshold) And Abs(DMatrix(i, fACCEL)) >=
Abs(Threshold) Then
s_impact = i






fimMain.pctStatus.Print "Determining Takeoff Time..."
For i = s_impact To NumSamples 'Time of Takeoff
If Sgn(DMatrix(i, fACCEL)) = -Sgn(Threshold) Then
s takeoff= i




If s_takeoff = 0 Then s_takeoff = NumSamples
t_duration = t_takeoff- t_impact 'Impact Duration
frmMain.pctStatus.Print "Determining Rise Time..."
For i = simpact To NumSamples 'Rise Time to Peak Acceleration (10% to 90%)
If Sgn(DMatrix(i, fACCEL)) = Sgn(Threshold_peak) And Abs(DMatrix(i,
fACCEL)) >= Abs(Thresholdpeak) Then





v_impact = DMatrix(s_impact, fVEL) 'Velocity at Impact
v_takeoff= DMatrix(s_takeoff, fVEL) 'Velocity at Takeoff
E_impact = .5 * MASS * (v_impact) A 2 'Energy at Impact
E_takeoff= .5 * MASS * (v_takeoff) ^ 2 'Energy at Takeoff
E_delta = E_takeoff- Eimpact 'Change of Energy through impact
losstotal = 0




frmMain.pctStatus.Print "Determining Loss, Stiffness Statistics..."
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For i = s_impact To stakeoff
loss_total = loss_total + DMatrix(i, fLOSS)
stifftotal = stifftotal + DMatrix(i, fSTIFF)
If Abs(DMatrix(i, fLOSS)) > Abs(loss_peak) Then loss_peak = DMatrix(i, fLOSS)
If Abs(DMatrix(i, fSTIFF)) > Abs(stiff peak) Then stiff peak = DMatrix(i, fSTIFF)
Next i
loss_ave = loss_total / (s_takeoff- s_impact + 1)









Dim vinitial!, x initial!
'SetInitCond 'Determine Initial Conditions
frmMain.pctStatus.Cls
frmMain.pctStatus.Print "Calculating Velocity..."
DMatrix(l, fVEL) = 0
Integrate TRAPEZOID, fACCEL, fVEL
v_initial = -DMatrix(speak, fVEL) 'Initial Velocity
For i = 1 To NumSamples




frmMain. pctStatus.Print "Calculating Displacement..."
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DMatrix(l, fDISP) = 0 'Determine Displacement Series
Integrate TRAPEZOID, fVEL, fDISP
x_initial = -DMatrix(simpact, fDISP) 'At time of impact, displacement = 0
For i = 1 To NumSamples




frmMain.pctStatus.Print "Calculating Loss and Stiffness..."
For i = 2 To NumSamples - 1 'Determine Loss and Stiffness
common = MASS / (DMatrix(i, fDISP) * DMatrix(i + 1, fVEL) - DMatrix(i + 1,
fDISP) * DMatrix(i, fVEL))
DMatrix(i, fLOSS) = common * (DMatrix(i, fVEL) * DMatrix(i + 1, fACCEL) -
DMatrix(i + 1, fVEL) * DMatrix(i, fACCEL))
DMatrix(i, fSTIFF) = -common * (DMatrix(i, fDISP) * DMatrix(i + 1, fACCEL) -
DMatrix(i + 1, fDISP) * DMatrix(i, fACCEL))











'SetInitCond 'Determine Initial Conditions
v initial = 0
x initial = 0
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'vinitial = InputBox("V_Initial: ")
'x_initial = InputBox("X_Initial: ")
DMatrix(1, fVEL) = vinitial













Threshold = (RMatrix(fACCEL, YMAX,
SDATA)) / 10 'Determine Threshold
SDATA) - RMatrix(fACCEL, YMIN,
For i = 1 To NumSamples 'Time of Impact
If DMatrix(i., fACCEL) >= Threshold Then
simpact = i




DMatrix(l, fVEL) = G * t_impact
'At time of impact, displacement = 0






ts(fACCEL) = ts(fTIME) + 7
ts(fVEL)= ts(fACCEL) + 14
ts(fDISP) = ts(fVEL) + 10
ts(fLOSS) = ts(fDISP) + 14






Sub Traplnt (InputSeries As Integer, OutputSeries As Integer)
Dim i As Integer
For i = 2 To NumSamples
DMatrix(i, OutputSeries) = DMatrix(i - 1, OutputSeries) + (DMatrix(i, fTIME) -
DMatrix(i - 1, fIME)) * (DMatrix(i - 1, InputSeries) + DMatrix(i, InputSeries)) / 2





' * NI-DAQ Windows - Function Prototypes
'* Copyright (C) National Instruments 1994.
Declare Function A2000Calibrate% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal , ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
Declare Function A2000_Calibrate% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d%, ByVal e#)
Declare Function A2000_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d%)
Declare Function A2 150_Calibrate% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%)
Declare Function AI_Check% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, b%, c%)
Declare Function AI_Clear%/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%)
Declare Function AI_Configure% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d%, ByVal e%, ByVal f/o)
Declare Function Al_Mux_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a/o, ByVal b%)
Declare Function AI_Read% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%, d%)
Declare Function AI_Read_Scan% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, b%)
Declare Function AI_Setup% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%)
Declare Function AI_VRead% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%, d#)
Declare Function AI_VRead_Scan% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, b#)
Declare Function AI_VScale% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%, ByVal
d#, ByVal e#, ByVal f/, g#)
Declare Function Align_DMA_Buffer%/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%,
ByVal d&, ByVal e&, f&)
Declare Function AO_Calibrate% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%)
Declare Function AO_Change_Parameter/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c&, ByVal d&)
Declare Function AO_Configure% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a/o, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d%, ByVal e#, ByVal P/o)
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Declare Function AO_Update% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%)
Declare Function AO_VScale% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c#, d%)
Declare Function AO_VWrite% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c#)
Declare Function AO_Write% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%)
Declare Function Calibrate_E_Series% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b&, ByVal c&,
ByVal d#)
Declare Function Config_Alarm_Deadband% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%,
ByVal c$, ByVal d#, ByVal e#, ByVal f/o, ByVal g%, ByVal h%, ByVal i&)
Declare Function Config_ATrig_Event_Message% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%,
ByVal c$, ByVal d#, ByVal e#, ByVal f/o, ByVal g&, ByVal h&, ByVal i&, ByVal j%,
ByVal k%, ByVal l&)
Declare Function Config_DAQ_Event_Message% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%,
ByVal c$, ByVal d%, ByVal e&, ByVal f&, ByVal g&, ByVal h&, ByVal i&, ByVal j%,
ByVal k%, ByVal l&)
Declare Function Configure_HW_ Analog_Trigger/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal
b&, ByVal c&, ByVal d&, ByVal e&, ByVal f&)
Declare Function CTR_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%, ByVal
d%, ByVal e%, ByVal f)
Declare Function CTR_EvCount% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d%)
Declare Function CTR_EvRead% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%, d%)
Declare Function CTR_FOUT_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c%, ByVal d%, ByVal e%)
Declare Function CTR_Period% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%)
Declare Function CTR_Pulse% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%, ByVal
d%, ByVal e%)
Declare Function CTR_Rate% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a#, ByVal b#, c%, d%, e%)
Declare Function CTR_Reset% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal ao, ByVal b%, ByVal c%)
Declare Function CTR_Restart% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a/o, ByVal b%)
Declare Function CTR_Simul_Op% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a/o, ByVal b%, c%, ByVal
d%)
Declare Function CTR_Square/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d%, ByVal e%)
Declare Function CTR_State% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%)
Declare Function CTR_Stop% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a/o, ByVal b%)
Declare Function DAQ_Check% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, b%, c&)
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Declare Function DAQ_ClearO/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%)
Declare Function DAQ_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%)
Declare Function DAQ DB_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%)
Declare Function DAQ_DB_HalfReady%/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, b%, c%)
Declare Function DAQ_DB_StrTransfer%/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b$, c&, d%)
Declare Function DAQ_DB_Transfer% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, b%, c&, d%)
Declare Function DAQ_Monitor/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d&, e%, f&, g%)
Declare Function DAQ_Op% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%, d%,
ByVal e&, ByVal f#)
Declare Function DAQ_Rate% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a#, ByVal b%, c%, d%)
Declare Function DAQ_Start% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%, d%,
ByVal e&, ByVal f/o, ByVal g%)
Declare Function DAQ_StopTrigger_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%,
ByVal c&)
Declare Function DAQ_toDisk% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d$, ByVal e&, ByVal f#, ByVal g%)
Declare Function DAQ_VScale% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d#, ByVal e#, ByVal f&, g%, h#)
Declare Function DIG_Block_Check% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c&)
Declare Function DIG_Block_Clear%/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%)
Declare Function DIG_Block_In% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%, ByVal d&)
Declare Function DIG_Block_Out% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%, ByVal
d&)
Declare Function DIG_Block_PG_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c%, ByVal d%, ByVal e%, ByVal f%/o, ByVal g%)
Declare Function DIG_DB_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d%, ByVal e%)
Declare Function DIGDB_HalfReady%/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%)
Declare Function DIG_DB_StrTransfer%/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c$, ByVal d&)
Declare Function DIG_DB_Transfer%/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%, ByVal
d&)
Declare Function DIG_Grp_ Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d%, ByVal e%)
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Declare Function DIG_Grp_ Mode% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d%, ByVal e%, ByVal f/o, ByVal g%)
Declare Function DIG_Grp_Status% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%)
Declare Function DIG_In_Grp% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%)
Declare Function DIG_In Line% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%, d%)
Declare Function DIG_InPort% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%)
Declare Function DIG_Line_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d%)
Declare Function DIG_Out_Grp% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%)
Declare Function DIG_Out_Line% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d%)
Declare Function DIG_Out_Port% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%)
Declare Function DIG_Prt_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d%)
Declare Function DIG_Prt_Status% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%)
Declare Function DIG_SCAN_Setup% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
d%, ByVal e%)
Declare Function DSP2200_Calibrate% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c%)
Declare Function DSP2200_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d%)
Declare Function Get_DAQ_Device_Info% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b&, c&)
Declare Function Get_DAQ_Event% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a&, b%, c%, d%, e&)
Declare Function Get_NI_DAQ_Version% Lib "nidaq.dll" (a&)
Declare Function GPCTR_Change_Parameter/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b&,
ByVal c&, ByVal d&)
Declare Function GPCTR_Config_Buffer%/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b&, ByVal
c&, ByVal d&, e&)
Declare Function GPCTR_Control% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b&, ByVal c&)
Declare Function GPCTR_Set_Application% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b&,
ByVal c&)
Declare Function GPCTR_Watch% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b&, ByVal c&,
d&)
Declare Function ICTR_Read% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%)
Declare Function ICTR_Reset% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%)
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Declare Function ICTR_Setup% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%, ByVal
d%, ByVal e%)
Declare Function Init_DA_Brds% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, b%)
Declare Function Lab_ISCAN_Check% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, b%, c&, d%)
Declare Function Lab_ISCAN_Op% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
d%, ByVal e&, ByVal f#, ByVal g#, h%)
Declare Function Lab_ISCAN_Start% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
d%, ByVal e&, ByVal f/o, ByVal g%, ByVal h%)
Declare Function Lab_ISCANtoDisk% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c%, ByVal d$, ByVal e&, ByVal f#, ByVal g#, ByVal h%)
Declare Function LPM16_Calibrate% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%)
Declare Function MAI_Arm% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%)
Declare Function MAIClear/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%)
Declare Function MAI_Coupling% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%)
Declare Function MAI_Read% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, b%)
Declare Function MAI_Scale% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b&, c%, d#)
Declare Function MAI_Setup% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%, d%, ByVal
e%, ByVal /o, ByVal g%)
Declare Function Master_Slave_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%)
Declare Function MDAQ_Check% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%, d&, e&)
Declare Function MDAQ_Clear/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%)
Declare Function MDAQ_Get% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%, ByVal
d&, ByVal e&, ByVal f&, ByVal g&, h%, i&, j&, k&, 1%)
Declare Function MDAQ_ScanRate% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%)
Declare Function MDAQ_Setup% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b&, ByVal c%,
ByVal d&, ByVal e&, f/o)
Declare Function MDAQ_Start% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b&)
Declare Function MDAQ_Stop% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%)
Declare Function MDAQ_StrGet% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d&, ByVal e&, ByVal f&, ByVal g&, ByVal h$, i&, j&, k&, 1%)
Declare Function MDAQ_Trig_Delay%/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c%)
Declare Function MDAQ_Trig_Select% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c%, ByVal d%, ByVal e%, ByVal f/o, ByVal g%)
Declare Function MIO_Calibrate% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d%, ByVal e°%, ByVal f/o, ByVal g%, ByVal h#, ByVal i%)
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Declare Function MIO_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%)
Declare Function NI_DAQ_Mem_Alloc% Lib "nidaq.dll" (a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c&,
ByVal d%, ByVal e%)
Declare Function NI_DAQ_Mem_Attributes% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, b%, c&, d%,
e%, f/o)
Declare Function NI_DAQ_Mem_Copy%/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, b%, ByVal c&,
ByVal d&, ByVal e%)
Declare Function NI_DAQ_Mem_Free% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%)
Declare Function NIDAQ_Mem_Lock% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, b&)
Declare Function NI_DAQ_Mem_Unlock% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%)
Declare Function Peek_DAQ_Event% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a&, b%, c%, d%, e&)
Declare Function REG_Level_Read% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c&)
Declare Function REG_Level_Write% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c&,
ByVal d&, e&)
Declare Function RTSI_Clear/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%)
Declare Function RTSI_Clock% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%)
Declare Function RTSI_Conn% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%, ByVal
d%)
Declare Function RTSI_DisConn% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%)
Declare Function SC_2040_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%)
Declare Function SCAN_Demux% Lib "nidaq.dll" (a%, ByVal b&, ByVal c%, ByVal d%)
Declare Function SCAN Op% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%, d%, e%,
ByVal f&, ByVal g#, ByVal h#)
Declare Function SCAN_Sequence_Demux% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, b%, ByVal c&,
d%, ByVal e%, f/o, g&)
Declare Function SCAN_Sequence_Retrieve% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%,
c%)
Declare Function SCAN_Sequence_Setup% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%,
d%, e%, f/o, g%)
Declare Function SCAN_Setup% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%, d%)
Declare Function SCAN_Start% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, b%, ByVal c&, ByVal d%,
ByVal e%, ByVal f/o, ByVal g%)
Declare Function SCAN_toDisk% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%, d%,
ByVal e$, ByVal f&, ByVal g#, ByVal h#, ByVal i%)
Declare Function SCXI_1200_Calibrate% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c%, ByVal d%, ByVal e%, ByVal f/o, ByVal g%, ByVal h%, ByVal i#, ByVal j#)
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Declare Function SCXI_AO_Write% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d%, ByVal e%, ByVal f#, ByVal g%, h%)
Declare Function SCXI_Cal_Constants% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c%, ByVal d%, ByVal e%, ByVal f/o, ByVal g#, ByVal h%, ByVal i%, ByVal j%, ByVal
k#, ByVal 1#, ByVal m#, ByVal n#, ByVal o#, p#, q#)
Declare Function SCXI_Calibrate_Setup% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c%)
Declare Function SCXI_Change_Chan% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c%)
Declare Function SCXI_Configure_Filter% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c%, ByVal d%, ByVal e#, ByVal f/O, ByVal g%, h#)
IDeclare Function SCXI_Get_Chassis_Info% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, b%, c%, d%,
e%, f%)
Declare Function SCXI_Get_Module_Info% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c&,
d%, e%)
]Declare Function SCXI_Get_State% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
]ByVal d%, e&)
]Declare Function SCXI_Get_Status% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
d&)
]Declare Function SCXI_Load_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%)
Declare Function SCXI_MuxCtrSetup% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c%, ByVal d%)
.Declare Function SCXI_Reset% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%)
IDeclare Function SCXI_Scale% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%, ByVal
d#, ByVal e#, ByVal f/o, ByVal g%, ByVal h%, ByVal i&, j%, k#)
.Declare Function SCXI_SCAN_Setup% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%, d%,
e%, ByVal f/o, ByV'al g%)
Declare Function SCXI_Set_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d%, ByVal e%, ByVal f/O, g&, h%, i%)
I)eclare Function SCXI_Set_Gain% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d#)
I)eclare Function SCXI_Set_Input_Mode% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c%)
I)eclare Function SCXI_Set_State% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d%, ByVal e&)
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Declare Function SCXI_Single_Chan_Setup% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%,
ByVal c%, ByVal d%)
Declare Function SCXI_Track_Hold_Control% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%,
ByVal c%, ByVal d%)
Declare Function SCXI_Track_Hold_Setup% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%,
ByVal c%, ByVal d%, ByVal e%, ByVal f/o, ByVal g%)
Declare Function Select_Signal% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b&, ByVal c&,
ByVal d&)
Declare Function Set_DAQ_Device_Info% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b&, ByVal
c&)
Declare Function Timeout_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b&)
Declare Function TriggerWindow_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%,
ByVal c%)
Declare Function WFM_Chan_Control% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c%)
Declare Function WFM_Check% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%, d&, e&)
Declare Function WFM_ClockRate% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d%, ByVal e&, ByVal P/o)
Declare Function WFM_DB_ Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%, ByVal
d%, ByVal e%, ByVal f/o)
Declare Function WFM_DB_HalfReady/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%,
d%)
Declare Function WFM_DB_Transfer%/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%, d%,
ByVal e&)
Declare Function WFM_DB_StrTransfer% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%,
ByVal d$, ByVal e&)
Declare Function WFM_from_Disk% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%, ByVal
d$, ByVal e&, ByVal f&, ByVal g&, ByVal h#)
Declare Function WFM_Group_Control% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c%)
Declare Function WFM_Group_Setup% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%,
ByVal d%)
Declare Function WFM_Load% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%, d%, ByVal
e&, ByVal f&, ByVal g%)
Declare Function WFM_Op% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%, d%, ByVal e&,
ByVal f&, ByVal g#)
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Declare Function WFM_Rate% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a#, ByVal b%, c%, d&)
Declare Function WFM_Scale% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c&, ByVal
d#, e#, f/o)
*
'* NI-DAQ Windows - Obsolete Function Prototypes
Declare Function AI_Scale% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal ao, ByVal b%, ByVal c%, d#)
Declare Function AI_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%, ByVal
d%)
Declare Function AO_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%, ByVal
d#, ByVal e%)
Declare Function DAQ_Scale% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c&, d%,
e#)
Declare Function DAQ_Trigger_Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c&)
Declare Function Get_DA_Brds_Info% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, b%, c%, d%, e%, f/o,
g%, h%, i%)
Declare Function Lab_SCAN_Check% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, b%, c&, d%)
Declare Function Lab_SCAN_Op% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
d%, ByVal e&, ByVal f#, g%)
Declare Function Lab_SCAN_Start% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
d%, ByVal e&, ByVal f/o, ByVal g%)
Declare Function Lab_SCANtoDisk% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c%, ByVal d$, ByVal e&, ByVal f#, ByVal g%)
Declare Function MDAQ_Ext_Setup% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b&, ByVal c%,
ByVal d&, ByVal e&, ByVal f&)
Declare Function MIO 16_F5_Config/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%)
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Declare Function MIO16_F5_Calibrate% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c%, ByVal d%, ByVal e%, ByVal f%/o, ByVal g%, ByVal h#, ByVal i%)
Declare Function SCXI_Set_Filter%/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d%, ByVal e#, f#)
Declare Function SCXI_Set_Module_Gain% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%,
ByVal c%)
Declare Function Set_DAQ_Mode% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%)
Declare Function WF_Check% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%, d&, e&)
Declare Function WF_Clear/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%)
Declare Function WF_DB_ Config% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d%)
Declare Function WFDB_StrTransfer%/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal
c$, ByVal d&)
Declare Function WF_DB_Transfer%/o Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%, ByVal
d&)
Declare Function WF_from_Disk% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c$,
ByVal d&, ByVal e#, ByVal f&, ByVal g&)
Declare Function WF_Load% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%, ByVal d&,
ByVal e&)
Declare Function WF_Op% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, c%, d%, ByVal e&,
ByVal f&, ByVal g&, ByVal h&, ByVal i#)
Declare Function WF_Pause% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%)
Declare Function WF_Rate% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a#, ByVal b%, c%, d%)
Declare Function WF_Resume% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%)
Declare Function WF_Scale% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c&, ByVal
d#, e#, f/o)
Declare Function WF_Start% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%)
Declare Function WFM_UpdateRate% Lib "nidaq.dll" (ByVal a%, ByVal b%, ByVal c%,
ByVal d&, ByVal e%)
'* NI-DAQ Windows - Compatibility with NI-DAQ DOS
, *
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Declare Function USE**eries% Lib "nidaq.dll"
Declare Function USE_E_SeriesA% Lib "nidaq.dll" ()
Declare Function USE_E_Series_A/o Lib "nidaq.dll" ()
Declare Function USE_E_Series_DAQ% Lib "nidaq.dll" ()
Declare Function USE_ESeriesDIO% Lib "nidaq.dll" (
Declare Function USE_ESeries_GPCTRDIO% Lib "nidaq.dll" (
Declare Function USE_E_Series_GPCTRSimple% Lib "nidaq.dll" 0
Declare Function USE_E_Series_Misc % L ib "nidaq.dll" ( )
Declare Function USE_E_Series_WFMisc% Lib "nidaq.dll" (
Declare Function USE_ESeriesWFM% Lib 'nidaq.dll" 0
